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Abstract
We consider a new MacDowell–Mansouri R2–type of supergravity theory,
an extension of conformal supergravity, based on the superalgebra Osp(1|8).
Invariance under local symmetries with negative Weyl weight is achieved
by imposing chirality-duality and double-duality constraints on curvatures,
along with the usual constraint of vanishing supertorsion. An analysis of the
remaining gauge symmetries shows that those with vanishing Weyl weight
are invariances of the action at the linearized level. For the symmetries with
positive Weyl weight we find that invariance of the action would require fur-
ther modifications of the transformation rules. This conclusion is supported
by a kinematical analysis of the closure of the gauge algebra.
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1 Introduction and Review.
This article presents a study of a possible extension of conformal supergravity
in four dimensions. The motivation of our work is the growing belief, due to
string theory, that new supergravities in 10, 11 and or 12 dimensions may
exist [1]-[5]. It is known [6] that the largest symmetry of the S–matrix in
asymptotically flat spacetime, is the superconformal algebra, therefore, if the
model were to exist as a quantum theory, the extra symmetries of the action
would not manifest themselves as symmetries of the S–matrix.
In this article we try to construct a classical action, quadratic in curvatures,
which is invariant under all local symmetries of the superalgebra Osp(1|8).
The algebra is given in (42) and (45)-(49), the action is given in (67) and
the constraints on curvatures are given in (105)-(112). We use an approach
based on the “gauging” of spacetime algebras by imposing constraints on cur-
vatures which was published in this journal [7]. We have obtained invariance
under most local symmetries, but further modifications of the Yang–Mills
rules for gauge theories are found to be necessary, see the last section. A
hint in this direction is the observation that if one uses the results of [8]
that in ordinary conformal supergravity in 3 + 1 dimensions the number of
bosonic and fermionic states match, and notices that the fermionic spectrum
of Osp(1|8) is the same as in the superconformal case, it follows that there
should not be any further bosonic states if there should be equal numbers
of bosonic and fermionic states. We now begin with an introduction to the
“gauging of spacetime algebras”; some of this material is new, while the rest
is based on [9]-[15].
When supergravity was discovered, it was constructed as the gauge theory
of supersymmetry, and contained only two physical fields: the spin 2 gravi-
tational vierbein field eµ
m and its superpartner, the spin 3/2 supersymmetry
gauge field ψµ
α [16]. The spin connection ωµ
mn (the gauge field for Lorentz
symmetry) was expressed in terms of eµ
m, as usual in general relativity. The
action consisted of three parts: the Einstein-Hilbert action (with vierbein de-
pendent ω(e)µ
mn), the Rarita-Schwinger action for the spin 3/2 gauge field
ψµ
α (with a Lorentz covariant derivative containing ω(e)µ
mn), and compli-
cated four fermion terms. In a reformulation, the theory was written with
an independent spin connection ωµ
mn, and in this formulation there were no
four-fermion terms [17]. However upon solving the algebraic field equation
for ωµ
mn one finds ωµ
mn = ω(e)µ
mn+ψψ terms and substituting this solution
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back into the action, the formulation with ωµ
mn(e) and four-fermion terms
reappeared. As already anticipated in [18], the spin 2 and spin 3/2 curva-
tures which appear in the action are Yang–Mills curvatures for the super
Poincare´ algebra, but not anticipated in [18], is the fact that “gauging” of
the super Poincare´ algebra is not enough: in order to obtain invariance un-
der local supersymmetry one must either use an independent spin connection
whose transformation rule is not the same as obtained by gauging the super
Poincare´ algebra, or one should use the expression ω(e, ψ)µ
mn which results
from solving the ω field equation. Only gradually realized after [16] and [17]
is the fact that this result for ω(e, ψ)µ
mn can also be obtained by imposing
the constraint that
R(P )µν
m = 0, (1)
where R(P )µν
m is the Yang–Mills curvature for the translation generator in
the super Poincare´ algebra. Thus the dynamical origin of the compositeness
of ω(e, ψ)µ
mn was replaced by a kinematical origin. The relation between
first-order formalism (with independent ωµ
mn) and second-order formalism
(with ω(e, ψ)µ
mn) becomes very clear by writing the variation of the action
under supersymmetry as
δS ∼
∫
ǫµνρσǫmnrsR(P )µν
m [δωρ
nr − Ω(e, ψ)ρnr] eσs. (2)
In this expression the variation of δeµ
m and δψµ
α has already been performed,
giving rise to Ωρ
nr, which is a complicated function of eµ
m and ψµ
α. Invari-
ance under local supersymmetry (δS = 0) can be obtained in two (and not
more) ways: either by setting R(P )µν
m = 0 (second-order formalism), or
by setting δωρ
nr = Ωρ
nr (first-order formalism). A very useful observation,
sometimes called 1.5 order formalism, states that since in second-order for-
malism ω(e, ψ) satisfies its own field equation, it is not necessary to vary the
composite object ω(e, ψ) (because if one were to vary it using the chain rule,
the result would anyhow be multiplied by the ω field equation which vanishes
identically in second-order formalism).
Another reformulation of this simplest supergravity theory (N = 1, or sim-
ple supergravity) was discovered by MacDowell and Mansouri [9]. Instead
of the super Poincare´ algebra, they considered the super-anti de Sitter alge-
bra, with the same generators Pm (for translations), Qα (for supersymmetry)
and Mmn (for Lorentz symmetry), but with different curvatures: R(P )µν
m
is the same, but R(M)µν
mn has two extra terms −λ2e[mµ eνn] + λψµγ[mγn]ψν
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and R(Q)µν
α has an extra term 12 λ(γµψν
α− γνψµα). The constant λ is the
inverse of the radius of the anti de Sitter space. They proposed the following
action
S =
∫
d4xǫµνρσ[R(M)µν
mnR(M)ρσ
rsǫmnrs
+8λR(Q)αµνγ
5
αβR(Q)ρσ
β]. (3)
Expanding R(M)µν
mn = R(M)Lµν
mn + λ–dependent terms, where R(M)Lµν
mn
is the Lorentz curvature, they found that the leading term in the first square
is the Gauss–Bonnet topological invariant (R(M)mnL ∧ R(M)rsL ǫmnrs). The
cross term between R(M)L and λψψ cancels a similar term due to partially
integrating one of the two covariant derivatives D(ω) in the second square
of curvatures. One is then left with: the Einstein-Hilbert action (R(M)L
contracted with the λ2ee term), the Rarita-Schwinger action (R(Q) con-
tracted with the term λγψ) and a supercosmological constant (the square of
λ2ee+ λψψ plus the square of λγψ). By first dropping the topological term,
then dividing by λ and finally taking the limit λ → 0, the ordinary N = 1
supergravity theory was reobtained.
This approach was extended to N = 2 supergravity whose physical fields
are all gauge fields (eµ
m, ψµ
αa with a = 1, 2, and Aµ) [10]. However, for
N ≥ 3 supergravity no similar results could be obtained since these theories
contain also scalar fields.
Subsequently, Kaku, Townsend and van Nieuwenhuizen studied supersym-
metric conformal gauge theories, instead of supersymmetric Poincare´ gauge
theories [11, 7]. Since the conformal group contains dilations D, the action
should not contain dimensionful parameters, and since the dimension of the
Lagrangian density is 4 while curvatures (corresponding to the zero dilaton
weight gauge fields) have dimension 2, it was natural to construct an R2 ac-
tion for conformal supergravity along the lines of MacDowell and Mansouri.
There are now 15 + 9 = 24 generators, which can be written in terms of
increasing scale weight as
Pm(eµ
m) Qα(ψµ
α) Mmn(ωµ
mn) Sα(φµ
α) Km(fµ
m)
D(bµ)
A(aµ)
(4)
The corresponding gauge fields are given in parentheses. The Sα are confor-
mal supersymmetry generators, the Km denote conformal boosts while the
4
bosonic generator A for chiral transformations is also needed to extend the or-
dinary conformal algebra SU(2, 2) to the superconformal algebra SU(2, 2|1).
As action they took the most general dilaton-weight zero, Lorentz and Ein-
stein scalar∫
d4x[aR(P )R(K) + bR(Q)γ5R(S) + cR(M)R˜(M) + dR(D)R(A)+
αegµρgνσR(A)µνR(A)ρσ]. (5)
(where a, b, c, d and α are constants and R˜(M) denotes 12 ǫ
mnrs R(M)r
′s′
ηrr′ηss′) All terms were affine (i.e., indices were contracted with constant
Lorentz-invariant tensors) except the last term. The last term was added
since by counting states one finds [8] that the chiral gauge field Aµ should
be physical, and the term R(D)R(A) seemed not to lead to a propagator for
Aµ.
By construction the action was invariant under M , D, A symmetries and
under general coordinate transformations. Requiring invariance under the
Yang–Mills symmetries corresponding to S and K led to the following infor-
mation [7]
1. constraints on the curvatures were needed: R(P )µν
m = 0 and the
chirality-duality constraint R(Q)µν +
1
2 γ
5eǫµνρσR(Q)
ρσ = 0.
2. all constants were fixed.
With hindsight, this was only one possible solution. When the analysis of
invariance under S and K was performed, it was not yet known which fur-
ther constraints on curvatures would be found. In particular, R(A)µν and
R(D)µν were still considered as independent objects, and this fixed both α
and d. Later, a constraint R(A) = ∗R(D) was found (where ∗R(D)µν =
1
2
eǫµνρσR(D)ρ′σ′g
ρρ′gσσ
′
), and using this in the K and S variations, a one-
parameter solution is found. Substituting R(A)µν = ∗R(D)µν in the action,
this freedom is clearly cancelled.
Requiring invariance under Q (ordinary local supersymmetry) was a com-
plicated task, but finally achieved. A further constraint γµνR(Q)µν = 0 was
found to be necessary, and the 1.5 order formalism for the conformal gauge
field fµ
m corresponding to Km was used: fµ
m had an algebraic field equa-
tion, and upon solving it one found fµ
m as a complicated composite field
fµ
m(e, ψ, φ, ω, b, A) whose variation was not needed for reasons explained
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above. The two constraints for R(Q)µν could be written together in the
simple form
γµR(Q)µν = 0 (6)
and these 16 constraints could be solved, yielding the conformal supersymme-
try gauge field φµ
α as a composite object. As in ordinary supergravity (and
gravity), the 24 constraints R(P )µν
m = 0 yielded ωµ
mn as a composite object.
This left only the fields eµ
m, ψµ
α, Aµ and bµ as independent fields. However,
as a result of K–gauge invariance, the dilaton gauge field bµ dropped from
the action, and one ended up with only eµ
m, ψµ
α and aµ. (In later devel-
opments, Poincare´ supergravity was obtained from conformal supergravity
by coupling the latter to a WZ multiplet. The axial gauge field aµ and the
WZ auxiliary fields FWZ and GWZ became then the minimal auxiliary fields
S, P , Aµ of N = 1 supergravity, while D, A and S symmetry was fixed by
choosing the gauge AWZ = 1 and BWZ = χWZ = 0. Since K-symmetry did
not act on eµ
m, ψµ
α or Aµ it did not need to be fixed [13]).
A simplification was obtained when it was realized [12] that the fµ
m
field equation could also be written as a constraint on the Ricci tensor
em
µR(M)µν
mn, just as in ordinary supergravity where the ω field equation
could be written as the constraint R(P )µν
m = 0. At this point there were
3 constraints, R(P )µν
m = 0, γµR(Q)µν = 0 and em
µR(M)µν
mn + · · · = 0
(where · · · contain supercovariantizations, see eqn. (91)); these constraints
are all field equations in Poincare´ supergravity.
A final simplification was obtained in [14], where only the pure affine part
of the action was considered (so with α = 0). It was found that the constraint
on the Ricci tensor implied another duality constraint
R(A)µν =
1
2
eǫµνρσR
ρσ(D), (7)
where e = det eµ
m, so that the term R(A) ∧ R(D) did yield, after all, the
Maxwell action for the chiral field aµ. However, for the affine action, the
constraint on the Ricci tensor is no longer a field equation.
Up till now we have reviewed and commented on the dynamical approach
(requiring invariance of the action), because this is the approach we shall
mainly follow below. However, in the original work [11, 7] and especially
in [14], a kinematical approach was followed which directly yielded all con-
straints. We briefly review it here since we shall use it in the last section of
this paper.
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The basic idea [7] is that when the (anti)commutator of two Yang–Mills
symmetries (P–gauge Yang–Mills symmetries excluded) produces a P–gauge
Yang–Mills symmetry, constraints on one or more curvatures are necessary.
These constraints should be such that as a result, one or more fields become
dependent fields and their transformation rules (obtained by applying the
chain rule) should deviate from the Yang–Mills transformation rule (which
uses only the structure constants of the superalgebra) in such a way that one
finds on the right hand side a general coordinate transformation instead of
a P–gauge Yang–Mills transformation. Starting with the gauge fields with
highest dilaton weight (eµ
m), and then moving towards fields with decreasing
dilaton weight, and requiring that the algebra now closes onto general coor-
dinate rather than P–gauge transformations, one finds, in an unambiguous
and methodical way, all constraints on curvatures.
For the conformal superalgebra, one only needs to consider the anticom-
mutator of two Q’s since {Q,Q} ∼ P , and one acts successively on eµm, ψµα,
bµ and aµ. This produces the constraints R(P )µν
m = 0, γµR(Q)µν = 0 and
the constraint on the Ricci tensor, respectively, and solving these constraints,
ωµ
mn, φµ
α and fµ
m become dependent fields.
Work on conformal supergravity continued in 3 dimensions [15] where it
turned out to yield Chern-Simons theory, but this will not concern us here.
Recently, there have been speculations that further supergravity theories
might exist in d = 11 and d = 12 dimensions. These ideas are based on the
fact that p-branes couple naturally to (p+1)-form gauge potentials via the
currents [1, 2]:
Jµ1...µp+1(x) = 1√
g
∫
dτ
∫
dpσ δd(x−X(τ, σ))
ǫi1...ip+1∂i1X
µ1(τ, σ) . . . ∂i(p+1)X
µ(p+1)(τ, σ) .
(8)
These currents are conserved:
∂ν(
√
gJνµ1...µp(x)) = 0 (9)
and give rise to tensor charges
Zµ1...µp =
∫
dd−1xJ0µ1...µp(x) . (10)
They appear then in (maximally) extended supersymmetry algebras as fol-
lows [3]: for the case of IIA supersymmetry in d=(1,9) one has
{Qa, Qb} = ΓµabPµ + ΓµabZµ + Γµ1...µ5ab Z+µ1...µ5 (11)
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{Qa, Qb} = ΓµabPµ − ΓµabZµ + Γµ1...µ5abZ−µ1...µ5 (12)
{Qa, Qb} = δbaZ + ΓµνabZµν + Γµ1...µ4abZµ1...µ4 (13)
where we have 16-dimensional Majorana-Weyl spinors Qa and Q
a of opposite
chirality. This algebra may be given a (1,10)-d interpretation in terms of real
32-component spinors:
{Qα, Qβ} = ΓMαβPM + ΓMNαβ ZMN + ΓM1...M5αβ ZM1...M5 , (14)
or even a (2,10)-d one in terms of 32-component Majorana-Weyl spinors:
{Qα, Qβ} = ΓMNαβ MMN + ΓM1...M6αβ ZM1...M6 . (15)
The type IIB algebra in d=(1,9) reads
{Qai, Qbj} = ΓµabΣJijZJµ + Γµ1µ2µ3ab ǫijZµ1µ2µ3 + Γµ1...µ5ab ΣJijZJµ1...µ5 , (16)
where we use the conventions ΣJ(ij) = ǫilΣ
Jl
j , Σ0 = −iσ2,Σ1 = −σ1 and
Σ2 = σ
3. These matrices satisfiy ΣIΣJ = ηIJ + ǫIJ
KΣK = ηIJ + ǫIJLη
LKΣK ,
with ηIJ = (− + +), ǫ012 = 1, and hence generate SL(2,R). In all cases
the Z-charges fit the respective brane-scan, and all cases form some decom-
position of the Q-Q part of OSp(1|32). It seems plausible that the rest of
the algebra completes (possibly some contraction of) the extended (1,9)-d
superconformal algebra of van Holten and van Proeyen [21], namely
{Qα, Qβ} = − 1128ΓMNαβ JMN − 1128·6!ΓM1...M6αβ JM1...M6
[JMN , Qα] = −(ΓMN )αβQβ
[JM1...M6, Qα] = −(ΓM1...M6)αβQβ
[JMN , J
KL] = 8 δ
[K
[N JM ]
L]
[JMN , J
M1...M6 ] = 24 δ
[M1
[N J
M2...M6]
M ]
[JN1...N6 , J
M1...M6 ] = −12 · 6! δ[M1...M5[N1...N5 J
M6]
N6]
+12 ǫN1...N6
[M1...M5|R| JRM6] .
(17)
In the (1,10)-d context this algebra was studied by D’Auria and Fre´ [25]. We
will try to take some first steps towards constructing a supergravity theory
based on that algebra.
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The signature of the vector space that appears in the above algebra is
(2, 10). This provides another hint of a connection to string-theoretic ideas,
as Vafa’s [4] argument shows: Sl(2, Z)-duality of type IIB strings may be ex-
plained via D-strings. The zero-modes of the open strings stretched between
such D-strings determine the worldsheet fields of the latter. We have
Ψµ−1/2|k > µ = 0, 1 2-d gauge fields (18)
Ψm−1/2|k > m = 2, · · · , 9 transverse fluctuations, (19)
and hence we find on the D-string an extra U(1) gauge field. In d=2 this
is nondynamical, of course, but it leaves, after gauge fixing, a pair of ghosts
B,C with central charge c = −2. The critical dimension is hence raised
by two, and the no-ghost theorem [22, 23], which states that the BRST
cohomology effectively eliminates those extra dimensions, forces us to assume
the existence of a nullvector in the extra dimensions, and that means they
must have signature (1,1).
Taking the idea of strings moving in a 12-dimensional target space more
seriously, we are immediately led to the puzzle of why strings oscillate in
only 10 of these dimensions, but never in the extra 2. If one has conformal
symmetry in mind, there is a natural answer: the 12 dimensions are those
in which the conformal group is linearly realized, but only a 10-dimensional
null hypersurface in real projective classes of these coordinates is physical.
The extra two dimensions “don’t really exist”. The idea that strings might
have some sort of target space conformal symmetry is not new [24], but as
of now no model exists that can be convincingly linked to the string theories
known today.
The idea of supergravities beyond d=11 was already explored fifteen years
ago, but no conventional supergravity theory was found [19], even though
in d = (10, 2) dimensions Majorana-Weyl spinors exist, and dimensional
reduction to d = (10, 1) would therefore lead to a N = 1 supergravity theory.
One of us has been pursuing this problem further over the years, also studying
a possible gravitational Chern-Simons supergravity theory in d = 11. In
fact, we might speculate that an unconventional (topological?) supergravity
theory in d = (10, 2) might lead to a new d = 11 supergravity theory (Chern-
Simons ?) in which the usual problems with Kaluza-Klein compactification
might go away. However, if new theories do exist in d = 12 and/or d = 11,
there might perhaps also be new theories in d = 4, and conversely, finding
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new theories in d = 4 might show the way to new theories in d = 11 and/or
d = 12.
With this motivation in mind, it is natural to ask for a modification
of the superconformal algebra in d = 4, and to try to construct a corre-
sponding gauge theory. A natural candidate is the four-dimensional version
of (17), namely Osp(1|8). It resembles SU(2, 2|1) in that the two spinors
Qα and Sα form an 8-real-component spinor in the fundamental representa-
tion, but now of course of Sp(8,R), which contains as a maximal subalgebra
U(2, 2) = SU(2, 2)×U(1), where SU(2, 2) is the conformal algebra and U(1)
corresponds to the chiral generator A. In fact, since the bosonic subalgebra
of Osp(1|8) is simple, in contrast to the superconformal case, one would be
inclined to believe that the geometric approach ought to work even better
for Osp(1|8).
This is certainly true for Osp(1|4): since Sp(4) is isomorphic to the anti de
Sitter algebra SO(2, 3), we can view it as the conformal algebra in d = (1, 2).
(Recall that SU(2, 2) is isomorphic to SO(2, 4)). Thus the conformal al-
gebra in d = (1, 2) corresponds to an ordinary anti de Sitter algebra in
d = (1, 3), and both algebras can be supersymmetrized, and lead to gauge
theories. In a similiar manner, one might expect that if an extended super-
conformal gauge theory for Osp(1|8) can be found, it will corrrespond to a
non-conformal supergravity theory in 5-dimensional Minkowski spacetime.
Jumping ahead: perhaps Osp(1|32) yields an extended superconformal the-
ory in 10-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, and perhaps this would lead to
a new theory in d = 11 [20].
Using the R2-method, we will now start constructing a field theory based
on Osp(1|8) in d = (1, 3) spacetime. The harder problem of Osp(1|32)
we temporarily set aside. In section 2 we present a real representation for
Osp(1|8) which at once identifies the gauge fields, curvatures and the Yang–
Mills transformation rules. In section 3 we write down the most general affine
R2 action invariant under all symmetries with positive dilaton weight. (We
call them “sure symmetries”. They are generalizations of Kα and Sα.) By
construction this action is also Lorentz, dilation and chiral invariant (“au-
tomatic symmetries”). This leaves us with the symmetries corresponding to
two new scale-zero generators (Vm and Zm), ordinary supersymmetry (Qα),
and the local symmetries corresponding to two scale-2 generators: Pm and
Emn. As before, we exchange Pm Yang–Mills symmetry with general co-
ordinate invariance so that we are left with the problem of obtaining local
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Vm, Zm, Qα and Emn symmetry of the action (we call these “unsure” sym-
metries). As in the case of conformal supergravity, we anticipate that we
will need further constraints, and with this possibility in mind, in sections 4
and 5 we construct a list of the maximal set of constraints on curvatures
which can be solved by expressing one (or more) field(s) in terms of others.
It is not obvious at this point that all these constraints must actually be
imposed, but it is clear that only constraints from this set can play a roˆle.
In sections 6 and 7, we make an analysis of all unsure symmetries at leading
order. We find that Vm and Zm invariance in fact requires the maximal set
of solvable constraints at the linearized level and we do find invariance under
these symmetries at the linearized level. In section 8, we give our conclusions,
and make a purely kinematical analysis of Q and Emn symmetry by study-
ing the conditions under which Pm gauge transformations turn into general
coordinate transformations.
2 The Algebra and Derivation of the Curva-
tures.
Our first task is to construct a set of curvature two-forms representing the
superalgebra Osp(1|8). We begin with an explicit 8×8 matrix representation
of the bosonic algebra Sp(8,R):
Pm =
1√
2
γm ⊗ σ+ Mmn = 12γmn ⊗ 1 Km = − 1√2γm ⊗ σ−
Emn =
1√
2
γmn ⊗ σ+ D = 1⊗ σ3 Fmn = 1√2γmn ⊗ σ−
A = −γ5 ⊗ σ3
Vm = −γm ⊗ 1
Zm = γ
5γm ⊗ σ3
(20)
The matrices σ± ≡ σ1±iσ2 where σ1, σ2 and σ3 are the usual Pauli matrices.
Hence σ+, σ− and σ3 are real and generate SO(2, 1) = Sl(2,R). The matrices
γm are four real Dirac matrices satisfying
{γm, γn} = 2ηmn = 2diag(−1, 1, 1, 1)mn, (21)
and γ5 ≡ γ0γ1γ2γ3 is also real and satisfies (γ5)2 = −1, γ5 = −(γ5)⊤.
Further, γmn ≡ γ[mγn] = 1
2
(γmγn − γnγm). It is easy to check that the
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matrices in (20) close under commutation. All matrices M in (20) are real
and since they satisfyM⊤C+CM = 0 where C = γ0⊗σ1 = −C⊤ is the direct
product of the four and two-dimensional charge conjugation matrices C4 = γ
0
(where C4γm = −γ⊤mC4) and C2 = (−iσ2)σ3 (where C2σ± = (σ±)⊤C2), they
generate Sp(8,R).
The supersymmetric extension of the above matrix algebra is obtained
by introducing fermionic generators Qα and Sα with α = 1, .., 4, both of
which are Majorana spinors, possessing dilaton weights +1 and −1, respec-
tively (i.e., [D,Q] = Q, [D,S] = −S). The commutation relations between
fermionic and bosonic generators (which may be obtained by requiring that
[bose, {fermi, fermi}] and [fermi, {fermi, fermi}] Jacobi identities hold, or di-
rectly from the explicit SO(4, 2)–covariant expressions for the Osp(1|8) alge-
bra given below) imply that the explicit matrix representation (50) acts on
the eight dimensional real SO(2, 4)-spinor Qa = (Sα, Qα):[
Pm,
(
S
Q
)]
= −
√
2
(
γmQ
0
)
. (22)
To each of the generators
TA = {Pm, Emn, Q,Mmn, D,A, Vm, Zm, S,Km, Fmn} (23)
with (anti)commutation relations
[TA, TB} = fABCTC , (24)
we now associate a gauge field one-form 6
hA = {em, Emn, ψ, ωmn, b, a, vm, zm, φ, fm, Fmn} (25)
(where, to avoid overcounting, for the generators Emn, Mmn and Fmn the
indices take values m < n only). In particular we interpret the Pm gauge
field eµ
m as the vierbein where eµ
meνm = gµν . The curvature two-form is
then given by (for brevity we omit wedge symbols)
R = dh+ hh = (dhA − 1
2
hChBfBC
A)TA = R
ATA ≡ 1
2
RAµνTAdx
µdxν , (26)
6The gauge fields have mass dimensions [eµ
m] = [Eµ
mn] = 0, [ψµ] = 1/2, [ωµ
mn] =
[bµ] = [aµ] = [vµ
m] = [zµ
m] = 1, [φµ] = 3/2, [fµ
m] = [Fµ
mn] = 2.
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and h = hAµTAdx
µ.
The fermionic terms in the bosonic curvatures may be obtained indepen-
dently by a method which we shall explain below. The results for the curva-
tures are
R(P )m = dem + ωmne
n + 2bem − 2Emnvn − 2E˜mnzn − 14√2ψγmψ (27)
R(E)mn = dEmn − 2ω[mkEn]k + 2bEmn + 2E˜mna− 4e[mvn]
+2ǫmnpqepzq +
1
4
√
2
ψγmnψ
(28)
R(Q) = dψ +
(
−aγ5 + b+ 1
4
ωmnγmn − vmγm + zmγ5γm
)
ψ
+
(√
2emγm +
1√
2
Emnγmn
)
φ
(29)
R(M)mn = dωmn − ω[mkωn]k + 4v[mvn] + 4z[mzn] − 8e[mfn]
−8E[mkF n]k + 12ψγmnφ
(30)
R(D) = db− 2emfm − EmnFmn + 14ψφ (31)
R(A) = da− 2vmzm − E˜mnFmn + 14ψγ5φ (32)
R(V )m = dvm + ωmnv
n + 2zma+ 2Emnf
n − 2Fmnen + 14ψγmφ (33)
R(Z)m = dzm + ωmnz
n − 2vma + 2E˜mnfn + 2F˜mnen + 14ψγ5γmφ (34)
R(S) = dφ+
(
aγ5 − b+ 1
4
ωmnγmn − vmγm − zmγ5γm
)
φ
+
(
−√2fmγm + 1√2Fmnγmn
)
ψ
(35)
R(K)m = dfm + ωmnf
n − 2bfm + 2Fmnvn − 2F˜mnzn + 14√2φγmφ (36)
R(F )mn = dFmn − 2ω[mkF n]k − 2bFmn − 2F˜mna+ 4f [mvn]
+2ǫmnpqfpzq +
1
4
√
2
φγmnφ.
(37)
The duals7 are defined by X˜mn ≡ (1/2)ǫmnpqXpq, and the bars on the Majo-
rana fermions are defined by ψ = ψ⊤C4 = ψ⊤γ0. To fix the fermionic terms
in the bosonic curvatures, we used the Bianchi identities
dRA = −RChBfBCA, (38)
Acting on any given curvature with an exterior derivative d yields terms
of the form dhAhB. Replacing dhA by RA minus its field–field terms, and
setting all curvatures RA = 0, all remaining terms, which are cubic in fields,
7We remind the reader that in Minkowski space
˜˜
Xmn = −X [mn].
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must cancel amongst themselves as a consequence of the Jacobi identities.
This fixes the coefficients of the fermionic terms in the bosonic curvatures,
for example the coefficient of the ψγmψ term in R(P )m. This cancellation
of combinations of terms cubic in fields will also be highly useful when we
consider variations of actions.
It is interesting to recast the above results for the Osp(1|8) generators and
curvatures into an SO(2, 4)–covariant form. First, we define the supersym-
metry generators Qa = aaa, with [aa, ab] = −Cab and {a, a} = 1 with indices
a, b = 1, ..., 8. We obtain
{Qa, Qb} = a(aab) (39)
and use the Fierz identity
δc(aδ
d
b) = −
1
8
{
Γ7ab Γ
7cd +
1
2
ΓMNab Γ
cd
MN +
1
6
ΓLMNab ΓLMN
cd
}
(40)
to rewrite this as
{Qa, Qb} = 18
{
Γ7ab a
cΓ7c
dad +
1
2
ΓMNab a
cΓMNc
dad
+1
6
ΓLMNab a
cΓLMNc
dad
} (41)
≡ 1
4
{
Γ7ab J7 +
1
2
ΓMNab JMN +
1
6
ΓLMNab JLMN
}
. (42)
The SO(1, 3)-decomposition of the Gamma-matrices we use reads
Γm = −γm ⊗ σ3, Γ⊕ = 1√
2
1⊗ σ+, Γ⊖ = 1√
2
1⊗ σ− (43)
{ΓM ,ΓN} = 2ηMN = diag(−−++++)MN , Γ7 = −γ5 ⊗ σ3 (44)
where ΓM = ΓMa
b and we have chosen η⊕⊖ = 1. We raise and lower indices
as follows: aa = Cabab, Γ
∗ab = Γ∗acCcb = CacΓ∗cb, Γ∗ab = Γ∗acCcb = CacΓ∗cb,
CacCcb = δ
a
b . C
ab = (γ0 ⊗ σ1)ab is the 8 × 8 charge conjugation matrix
introduced above. With these conventions, among the matrices Γ∗ab we
find Γ7,ΓMN and ΓMNP symmetric under interchange of a and b, while
C,ΓM ,ΓMNPQ and ΓMNPQR are antisymmetric. Similarly, the real 4 × 4
matrices γ∗αβ are split into the symmetric γm, γmn and the antisymmetric
C4, γmnp and γ5. The remaining sectors of Osp(1|8) now read:
[J∗, Qa] = −Γ∗abQb (45)
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[J7, JMNP ] = 1
3
ǫMNPRSTJRST (46)
[JMN , JRS] = 8 δ
[N
[R J
M ]
S] (47)
[JMN , JRST ] = 12 δ
[N
[R J
M ]
ST ] (48)
[JMNP , JRST ] = 2 ǫ
MNP
RSTJ
7 − 36 δ[M[R δNS JP ]T ] (49)
The bosonic generators decompose under SO(1, 3) as
Pm = Γ⊕m Mmn = 1
2
Γmn Km = Γ⊖m
Emn = Γ⊕mn D = Γ⊕⊖ Fmn = Γ⊖mn
A = Γ7
V m = Γ⊕⊖m
Zm = − 1
3!
ǫmnpqΓnpq
(50)
where the index structure of the matrices is Γ∗ = Γ∗ab.
In SO(2, 4)-covariant language the connection 1-forms are written as h =
h7J
7 + 1
2
hMNJ
MN + 1
3!
hMNPJ
MNP + ψaQa, with ψ
a = (φα, ψα), and the
curvatures R = dh+ hh are given by
R =
{
dh7 +
1
36
ǫMNPRSThMNPhRST +
1
8
ψaΓabψ
b
}
J7
+ 1
2
{
dhMN + 2hMKh
K
N − hRSMhRSN
+1
8
ψaΓMNabψ
b
}
JMN
+ 1
6
{
dhMNP +
1
3
ǫMNPRSTh
RSTh7 + 6hM
KhKNP
+1
8
ψaΓMNPabψ
b
}
JMNP
+
{
dψa + h7Γ
7a
bψ
b + 1
2
hMNΓ
MNa
bψ
b
+1
6
hMNPΓ
MNPa
bψ
b
}
Qa
(51)
The gauge transformations δh = dλ+ [h, λ] imply δR = [R, λ], i.e.
δR =
{
1
18
ǫMNPRSTRMNPλRST − 14RaΓ7abλb
}
J7
+ 1
2
{
4RMKλ
K
N − 2RRSMλRSN − 14RaΓMNabλb
}
JMN
+ 1
6
{
− 1
3
ǫMNPRSTR7λ
RST + 6RM
KλKNP
+1
3
ǫMNPRSTR
RSTλ7 − 6RMNKλPK
−1
4
RaΓMNPabλ
b
}
JMNP
+
{
R7Γ
7a
bλ
b + 1
2
RMNΓ
MNa
bλ
b + 1
6
RMNPΓ
MNPa
bλ
b
+λ7Γ
7a
bR
b + 1
2
λMNΓ
MNa
bR
b + 1
6
λMNPΓ
MNPa
bR
b
}
Qa
(52)
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Using the explicit expressions for the Osp(1|8)-generators (50) it is straight-
forward to recover the corresponding SO(1, 3)-decomposition of the curva-
tures and gauge transformations.
According to the algebraic program described in [14] we split the symme-
tries generated by the TA into three classes: “sure”, “automatic” and “un-
sure” symmetries, which we now explain. The action that we consider will be
constructed such that is it manifestly invariant under local Lorentz (Mmn),
dilation (D), axial (A) and general coordinate symmetries. These symmetries
we call “automatic” symmetries. However, the usual gauge transformations
δhA = dǫA + ǫChBfBC
A, (53)
for any gauge field hA, specialized to the case of Pm gauge transformations
(so that ǫC is proportional to the parameter for diffeomorphisms), do not co-
incide with general coordinate transformations. Therefore, Pm gauge trans-
formations are no longer a symmetry of the action, but are replaced by gen-
eral coordinate transformations. Hence, one no longer considers Pm gauge
transformations on the left hand side of gauge commutators. However, in
order that the symmetry algebra still closes, symmetries whose commutators
produce Pm gauge transformations must be modified. This is achieved by im-
posing appropriate constraints on the curvatures. The symmetries Km, Fmn
and S never produce a Pm in commutators because they have negative dila-
ton weights, and are therefore unmodified. We call them “sure” symmetries
since they must act on all fields according to the group law (53). (This is, of
course, an assumption, to be justified by the results.) All constraints intro-
duced into the theory must be invariant under all symmetries, in particular
the sure and automatic symmetries. The remaining gauge transformations
for the symmetries Vm, Zm, Q and Emn will, in general, be modified and are
called “unsure” symmetries.
In more detail the way that constraints imply the modification of the trans-
formation rules of the unsure symmetries, in contrast to the case of Pm gauge
transformations which are simply exchanged for general coordinate transfor-
mations, is as follows. The introduction of constraints implies that by solving
these constraints, certain fields are expressed in terms of other fields; such
fields we call dependent fields. In general, these dependent fields no longer
transform according to the group law (53), but rather, their transformation
rules are obtained by varying their constituent independent fields according
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to (53) (the “chain rule”). Of course, in the case of the sure and automatic
symmetries which leave the constraints invariant, the transformations of the
dependent fields are left unmodified.
We shall determine these constraints first dynamically and then kinemat-
ically: first we shall require invariance of the action, and later we shall
study the implications for the relation between Pm gauge transformations
and general coordinate transformations. As we shall show later, because
curvatures transform homogeneously under the group law, the modifications
in the transformation rules will contain terms proportional to curvatures.
However, further modifications, beyond those implied by constraints, are, in
principle, not ruled out.
3 The Set of Sure Constraints from Invari-
ance of the Action under Sure Symmetries.
We now construct an affine action quadratic in curvatures and invariant under
the sure symmetries Km, Fmn and S. By affine we mean that no vierbeins
are used to contract indices, but only constant Lorentz tensors such as ǫµνρσ,
ηµν and Dirac matrices. The most general parity-even, Lorentz-invariant,
dilaton-weight zero, mass dimension zero affine action (S =
∫
M L for some
four–manifold M) reads
− L = α0ǫmnpqR(M)mnR(M)pq + α1R(A)R(D) + α2R(V )mR(Z)m
+α3ǫmnpqR(E)
mnR(F )pq + βR(Q)γ5R(S). (54)
This action8 is, of course, manifestly general coordinate invariant since the
integration measure ǫµνρσ is a tensor density under general coordinate trans-
formations. The term α2R(V )
mR(Z)m is not chirally invariant (i.e., w.r.t.
the axial gauge symmetry A), since R(V )m and R(Z)m undergo an infinites-
imal SO(2) rotation, but all the other terms are chirally invariant (R(E)mn
and R(F )mn transform into plus or minus their duals, respectively). One
8The action is Hermitean and the curvatures are real if one takes the reality condition
for Majorana spinors ψ = ψ⊤C4 = ψ
†iγ0. We denote the left hand side of the Minkowski
action in (54) by −L to stress that we are using the metric (− + ++) rather than the
Euclidean notation of [7]. The sign −L ensures that the kinetic terms for the vierbein
have the correct sign, see, for example, reference [27].
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could therefore consider setting the coefficient α2 = 0 at this point. How-
ever, for now, we will leave α2 6= 0, but requiring invariance under sure Km,
Fmn and S symmetries will in any case imply α2 = 0. Since we are interested
in a theory of gravity we set α0 = 1. (In fact, no nontrivial solution exists
for α0 = 0).
The requirement that the action in (54) be invariant under the sure sym-
metries yields
α0 = 1, α1 = −32, α2 = 0, α3 = 8, β = −8, (55)
as we now explain. Under the sure Km, Fmn and S symmetries, curvatures
simply rotate into curvatures according to the group law,
δRA = −RCǫBfBCA. (56)
One may therefore readily verify9 that the variation of the action (54) un-
der the sure symmetries Km, Fmn and Sα with parameters ǫ
m, ǫmn and ǫα,
respectively, is
− δKL = −32R(P )m
[
R˜(M)mn+ α1
16
R(A)ηmn
]
ǫn+
√
2βR(Q)γ5γmR(Q)ǫm
+2
[
(α2 + 4α3)R˜(E)
mnR(V )m + (α2 − 4α3)R(E)mnR(Z)m
]
ǫn
(57)
−δFL = R˜(E)mn
[
(4α3−32)R(M)mkǫkn−(4α3+α1)(R(D)ǫmn−R(A)ǫ˜mn)
]
−2α2R(P )m [ǫmnR(Z)n − ǫ˜mnR(V )n]
(58)
−δSL = R(Q)
[
(α1
4
− β)(R(A) + γ5R(D)) + (α2
4
+ β)γmR(Z)m
+(α2
4
− β)γ5γmR(V )m + (2 + β4 )R˜(M)mnγmn
]
ǫ
+R(S)
[√
2βγ5γmR(P )m + (
β√
2
+ α3√
2
)γmnR˜(E)mn
]
ǫ,
(59)
We now must find constraints on the curvatures and values for the coefficients
α1, α2, α3 and β such that the variations (57)-(59) vanish.
9To bring this result into the form quoted above one needs the Schouten identity
ǫmnpqXr = ǫrnpqXm + ǫmrpqXn + ǫmnrqXp + ǫmnprXq,
from which the following most useful identity for any pair of antisymmetric 4× 4 matrices
X and Y may be derived
X˜Y
mn ≡ 1
2
ǫmnpqXpkY
k
q =
1
2
[XY˜ − Y˜ X ]mn ≡ Xk [mY˜ n]k.
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Consider first δKL. The fermionic term must vanish by itself and this is
achieved via the constraint
R(Q) = −γ5∗R(Q), (60)
where we denote the Hodge dual on curved indices by a star ∗Rµν = (1/2)
eǫµνρσR
ρσ and e = det(eµ
m). (Note that R(Q)µνγ
mR(Q)µν vanishes for Ma-
jorana spinors). In principle the sign in this constraint is at this point ar-
bitrary. However, we now impose the additional requirement that all con-
straints should be solvable. By solvable we mean that one can solve the
constraint for some field(s) algebraically by using the invertibility of the
vierbein. We shall discuss this issue in detail later at the end of this section,
but at this point we observe the following: In (60) we have 12 constraints
and in order that we can solve for the 12 gamma-traceless components of
φµ − 14γµγ · φ instead of the insufficient 4 gamma-trace components γ · φ, we
need the minus sign in (60). The definition10 of ǫµνρσ which achieves this is
such that γ5γµν =
1
2
eǫµνρσγ
ρσ.
We turn now to the bosonic terms in δKL. Solvable constraints contain a
term linear in curvatures and all terms in the constraint must have the same
dilaton weight. Hence the first and last pair of terms in δKL must cancel
independently. Since the constraints R(M)mn = 0 = R(A) are not solvable
(because R(M)mn has 36 components but one can at best solve for the 16
components of fµ
m whilst R(A) contains no terms with a vierbein), we are
forced to impose the constraint
R(P )m = 0. (61)
We note that both constraints (60) and (61) also appeared in the original con-
formal supergravity case [11, 7]. Let us now observe that the constraint (60)
should be invariant under the sure symmetry S, while on the other hand we
find that its variation is given by
δS
[
R(Q) + γ5∗R(Q)
]
=
1√
2
[
R(E)mn + ∗R˜(E)
mn
]
γmnǫ. (62)
We must therefore impose the additional (solvable) constraint
R(E)mn = −∗R˜(E)mn. (63)
10Recall also that in Minkowski space, ǫµνρσǫ
mnrs = −eµmeνneρreσs + · · ·
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(This constraint is only solvable with the minus sign as given). We then find
that the remaining terms in −δKL may be written as
2R(E)mn[α2(∗R(V )m +R(Z)m) + 4α3(∗R(V )m −R(Z)m)]ǫn. (64)
The curvature R(E)mn cannot be constrained to vanish as this constraint
would not be solvable. However the constraint
∗R(V )m = R(Z)m. (65)
is solvable but is not solvable with the opposite sign. Therefore we must
take α2 = 0 (as predicted already by chiral invariance) and impose the con-
straint (65) (we will find later that α3 6= 0). One may verify that the set of
constraints (60), (61), (63) and (65) is invariant under the sure and automatic
symmetries.
Let us now consider δFL. Again the first term with R(M)mn should van-
ish by itself because the traceless parts of R(M)mn and R(E)mn (“the Weyl
parts”, see below) cannot be set to zero as these constraints cannot be solved.
So we learn that, as promised, α3 = 8 6= 0. The constraint ∗R(A) = R(D)
would kill the terms with coefficients 4α3 + α1, but although solvable, it
produces the wrong sign in (60) when varied under the sure symmetry S.
(Further, under the sure symmetry Fmn, this constraint ∗R(A) = R(D) ro-
tates into a double self-dual constraint for R(E)mn instead of the required
double anti-self-dual constraint in (63). Under Km, ∗R(A) = R(D) is in-
variant.) Therefore we take α1 = −4α3 = −32.
Finally let us study δSL. There is no solvable constraint on R(S) so that
the last term must be zero by itself. This yields β = −α3 = −8. At this
point the first two terms in (59) cancel. Also the term with R˜(M)mn cancels
since β = −8 as in (55). We are therefore left only with the third and fourth
terms depending on R(Z)m and R(V )m, respectively, which may be rewritten
using (60) as
R(Q)γm
{
α2
4
[R(Z)m + ∗R(V )m] + β[R(Z)m − ∗R(V )m]
}
. (66)
The term with β vanishes due to the constraint in (65). Hence again we find
α2 = 0. In summary, requiring invariance under the sure symmetries S, Km
and Fmn has unambiguously led us to the following action and set of solvable
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constraints
−L = ǫmnpqR(M)mnR(M)pq − 32R(A)R(D)
+8ǫmnpqR(E)
mnR(F )pq − 8R(Q)γ5R(S) (67)
R(P )m = 0 (68)
R(E)mn = −∗R˜(E)mn (69)
R(Z)m = ∗R(V )
m (70)
R(Q) = −γ5∗R(Q). (71)
The constraints on R(P )m and R(Q) were found already in conformal
supergravity, and were not unexpected. The new constraint in (69) is a direct
consequence of the R(Q) constraint in (71). The constraint in (70) rotates
into the R(Q) chiral self-dual constraint under S, hence it is compatible
with this constraint. As the reader may verify from the above pages, not
only are all coefficients in the action fixed, but several reconfirmations of our
results were found in other sectors. The fact that one finds over and over
the same conditions on constraints and parameters yields confidence in the
results obtained so far.
We call the above set of constraints sure constraints since they are neces-
sary in order that the action is invariant under the sure symmetries. They
are, however, not the maximal set of solvable constraints that one could
write down. We will consider the maximal set of constraints in the next
section, but, as promised above, let us now discuss precisely what is meant
by the term “solvable constraint”. A constraint is algebraically solvable only
if it depends on the combination (vierbein)×(field) and one can solve the
constraint by expressing one or more fields in terms of other fields. (The
condition that the constraint depends on the combination (vierbein)×(field)
is of course only necessary but not sufficient.) For example, the constraint
R(P )m = 0 is solved for the spin connection ωµ
mn via
ωµmn =
1
2
(−R̂(P )mnµ + R̂(P )µmn − R̂(P )µnm);
R̂(P )µν
m ≡ R(P ;ωµmn = 0)µνm (72)
(To avoid confusion we alway write indices that were originally curved to the
left, for example we denote R(P )µν
mea
µeb
νηmc by R(P )abc.) In the case of
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conformal supergravity it was possible in this way to find explicit expressions
for dependent fields in terms of the remaining independent fields only. How-
ever, notice now that the above solution for the spin connection in (72) is
really only an expression for the spin connection in terms of other dependent
fields (vm and zm). In fact, in distinction to the conformal supergravity case,
our solutions to the constraints only provide a set of coupled equations for
the dependent fields. In principle one could iterate this set of equations and
it is even possible that an iterated series solution could terminate at some
order. In any case, however, this is a new feature of our extended conformal
supergravity model which we shall discuss in more depth below.
4 The Maximal Set of Solvable Constraints.
Let us now study the maximal set of constraints which are solvable in the
sense defined above. Clearly only curvatures depending explicitly on un-
differentiated vierbeins, namely the non-negative dilaton weight curvatures
R(P )m, R(E)mn, R(Q), R(M)mn, R(D), R(V )m and R(Z)m, can be solvably
constrained, and conversely only the non-positive weight gauge fields fm,
Fmn, φ, ωmn, b, vm and zm can appear in combination with a vierbein and
possibly be dependent. To determine exactly which constraints are allowed
we must analyse which Lorentz irreducible pieces of the curvatures can be
constrained. The results are summarized in figure 1 which we now explain
in more detail.
The curvature R(P )µν
m has 24 independent components and can be decom-
posed into a trace R(P )µν
µ = 4, a totally antisymmetric part ǫµνρσR(P )νρσ
= 4˜ and the remaining traceless piece (16) all of which may be constrained
and solved for in terms of the 24 components of ωµ
mn. The constraint (68) is
clearly already the maximal constraint possible for R(P )µν
m. Note therefore,
in particular, that some combination of the Lorentz connection and the dila-
ton connection is a dependent field, but whether the dilaton field or the trace
over the spin connection, or some combination of the two, is the independent
part is at this point not yet settled.
The curvatures R(V )µν
m and R(Z)µν
m have the same Lorentz decomposi-
tion as R(P )µν
m. The constraint R(Z)m = ∗R(V )m in (70) yields 24 equa-
tions which can be solved by expressing the 24 components of Fµ
mn in terms
of other fields. Hence no further constraints involving only R(V )m andR(Z)m
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R(P )µν
m = 24 = 16 + 4˜ + 4√ √ √
R(E)µν
mn = 36 = 1˜ + 10 + 9˜ + 9 + 6 + 1√ × √ √ √ √
R(Q)µν = 24 = 8 + 12 + 4
× √ √
R(M)µν
mn = 36 = 1˜ + 10 + 9˜ + 9 + 6 + 1
× × × √ √ √
R(D)µν = 6√
R(V )µν
m + ∗R(Z)µνm = 24 = 16 + 4˜ + 4√ √ √
R(V )µν
m − ∗R(Z)µνm = 24 = 16 + 4˜ + 4
× √ √
Figure 1: Lorentz irreducible pieces of the “solvable” curvatures. The ticks
“
√
” and crosses “×” indicate those Lorentz irreducible pieces of curvatures
that may or may not, respectively, be solvably constrained.
are possible.
The curvature R(Q)µν is a Majorana spinor and hence has 24 real compo-
nents which are decomposed into a single gamma-trace γν R(Q)µν − 14γµγαβ
R(Q)αβ = 12 (which vanishes if traced a second time), a double gamma-trace
γαβ R(Q)αβ = 4 and a gamma-traceless part (8). The constraint that the 8
vanishes cannot be solved so it must be unconstrained. So far only the 12
is constrained by the chiral self-dual constraint (71). However the maximal
constraint
γµR(Q)µν = 0 (73)
was found to be necessary in the case of conformal supergravity in order that
the action be invariant under supersymmetry. It is solved for in terms of all
16 components of φµ and is equivalent to the sum of two constraints: the
chiral self-dual constraint in (71) and the double gamma-trace constraint
γµνR(Q)µν = 0. (74)
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We shall later argue that also in our case the full constraint in (73) must be
imposed.
The curvature R(E)µν
mn has 36 components. Taking a single trace yields
the 16 component Ricci R(E)µν
νn which may be further decomposed into its
antisymmetric (6), trace (1) and symmetric traceless parts (9) which may be
solved for in terms of the combinations z[µν]+ ∗v[µν], vµµ and v(µν)− 14gµνvρρ,
respectively. The remaining 20 trace free components decompose further
into a piece antisymmetric in the interchange of the first and last pair of
indices (9˜), a piece totally antisymmetric in all four indices (1˜) and a 10
which is the traceless piece symmetric in pairwise interchange whose totally
antisymmetric part (1˜) has been subtracted out. The 10 cannot be solved
for but the 9˜ and 1˜ may be solved for in terms of z(µν) − 14gµνzρρ and zµµ
respectively. If one now considers all combinations of vµ
m and zµ
m which
can be solved for in all these constraints, one sees that only the combination
z[µν] − ∗v[µν] does not appear in any constraint. There remains, of course,
a freedom to choose which combination of z[mn] and ∗v[µν] one takes to be
dependent, but there will always exist a second combination that remains
independent. We will investigate this freedom along with the freedom to
choose which combination of the dilaton field and trace of the spin connection
remains independent in the following sections.
The double anti-self-dual constraint R(E)mn = −∗R˜(E)mn in (69) contains
18 equations. There are two ways to obtain 18 by combining the dimensions
1, 1˜, 6, 9, 9˜ and 10. One combination corresponds to 1, 1˜, 6 and 10, but
since the constraint 10 cannot be solved it would be a disaster if (69) would
correspond to this combination of constraints. Fortunately, the sign in (69) is
precisely such that it corresponds to the solvable combination of constraints
with dimensions 9 and 9˜. Our discussion implies that further solvable con-
straints on R(E)mn are possible, namely those with dimensions 1, 1˜ and 6,
which can be written explicitly as follows
R(E)ν[µm]
ν = 0 (75)
R(E)µν
νµ = 0 (76)
ǫµνρσR(E)µνρσ = 0. (77)
Note that the constraints (75)-(77) also follow as a consequnce of the con-
straint (74) by requiring invariance under the sure symmetry S. (The vari-
ation of γµνR(Q)µν = 0 leads to 16 conditions, 8 of which are represented
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by (75)-(77)).
It is easy to check that the complete set of solvable constraints for R(E)mn,
R(Q), R(V )m and R(Z)m are invariant under the sure and automatic sym-
metries. We shall later see that the additional constraints (74), (75), (76)
and (77) (i.e., those constraints which were not required for the invariance of
the action under the sure symmetries) must be imposed in order to obtain
invariance under Vm and Zm symmetries.
The Riemann tensor R(M)µν
mn has the same decomposition as R(E)µν
mn,
however, only the 16 components of the Ricci tensor R(M)µν
νn can be con-
strained and solved for in terms of the field fµ
m. Therefore, a constraint on
the Ricci tensor along with all constraints given above, represents the maxi-
mal set of solvable constraints. The construction of such a Ricci11 constraint
is the subject of the next section.
5 The Complete Ricci Constraint
The construction of a constraint on the Ricci curvature, which is solvable in
terms of fµ
m and is invariant under the sure symmetries, is somewhat subtle.
Moreover we observe that the antisymmetric part of fµν (a 6) occurs not
only in the 6 of R(M)µν
mn but also in the 6 of R(D)µν . Hence, it is not clear
at this point whether one should constrain the 6 of R(M)µν
mn, or R(D)µν ,
or perhaps a linear combination. In fact, as we shall argue, both should be
constrained. Since the same situation occurred in conformal supergravity,
we temporarily digress to the latter model. In that model we shall obtain
a useful new interpretation of the maximal solvable R(M)µν
mn constraint
which we will generalize to our model of extended12 conformal supergravity.
Intermezzo: Conformal Supergravity.
Conformal supergravity is the gauge theory of the superconformal algebra
SU(2, 2|1). An explicit (reducible) representation of the bosonic conformal
11To avoid confusion, note that, in contrast to torsionless Riemannian general relativity,
the Ricci tensor here has also an antisymmetric part (a 6) and is, therefore, a completely
general two index tensor.
12The terminology “extended” as used here, should, of course, not be confused with the
more common usage referring to N ≥ 1 supersymmetries.
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algebra SU(2, 2) ⊂ Sp(8) is obtained from the bosonic representation in (20)
by dropping the extensions Emn, Vm, Zm and Fmn. Its supersymmetric ex-
tension SU(2, 2|1) is summarized by the following representation in terms of
curvature two-forms
R(P )m = dem + ωmne
n + 2bem − 1
4
√
2
ψγmψ (78)
R(Q) = dψ + (3aγ5 + b+
1
4
ωmnγmn)ψ +
√
2emγmφ (79)
R(M)mn = dωmn − ω[mkωn]k − 8e[mfn] + 1
2
ψγmnφ
R(D) = db− 2emfm + 1
4
ψφ (80)
R(A) = da+
1
4
ψγ5φ (81)
R(S) = dφ+ (−3aγ5 − b+ 1
4
ωmnγmn)φ−
√
2fmγmψ (82)
R(K)m = dfm + ωmnf
n − 2bfm + 1
4
√
2
φγmφ. (83)
Note that the superalgebra SU(2, 2|1) is not a subalgebra of Osp(1|8). This
is most clearly seen by analyzing their embedding in Osp(2|8) [26]: let the os-
cillators aA = (a
K , aK , a, a) have the (anti)commutation relations [a
K , aL] =
δKL , {a, a} = 1. Here aK = ηKL˙aL˙ is up to the SU(2, 2)-metric ηKL˙ the
complex conjugate of aK . A real Sp(8)-spinor is represented by the com-
plex pair (aK , aK) = aa. Osp(2|8) has a total of 16 real supersymmetry
charges, namely the two Sp(8)-multiplets Q(+)a = aaa = (a
Ka, aKa) and
Q(−)a = aaa = (a
Ka, aKa). The subalgebra SU(2, 2|1) is obtained by select-
ing the supercharges QK = aKa and QK = aKa, while Osp(1|8) contains
eight different supercharges, namely Qa = aa(a + a)/
√
2. As a consequence,
the Qa Qb anticommutator produces, among other things, an Emn gener-
ator. The SU(2, 2|1)-curvatures thus are not obtained by setting the new
fields Emn, vm, zm and Fmn to zero. Note, however, that one only needs
to give the the aγ5ψ and aγ5φ terms in the R(Q) and R(S) curvatures,
respectively, an additional factor −3. One may check that the Fierz iden-
tities required to obtain the Bianchi identity for the curvatures hold only
with the correct factor −3 given above. In the oscillator representation one
readily sees this factor: the bosonic generators of SU(2, 2|1) are given by
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JKL =
1
2
{aK , aL} − 18δKL {aN , aN} and J = 12{aK , aK} = 12 [a, a] (which im-
plies a nontrivial trace condition on the total Hilbert space) and hence
{QK , QL} =
1
2
{aK , aL} − 1
2
δKL [a, a] = J
K
L − 3
4
δKL J , (84)
while for Osp(1|8) we obtain
{QK , QL} =
1
2
{aK , aL} = JKL + 1
4
δKL J , (85)
where we have defined J = 1
2
{aK , aK} in the same fashion. Apart from this
factor, and of course the generators JKL = a(KaL) and JKL = a(KaL), the
two algebras are identical.
One can give an explicit 5 × 5 matrix representation [11] of SU(2, 2|1),
with the axial generator A represented by a supertraceless diagonal matrix
with entries proportional to (1, 1, 1, 1,−4).
Again one may write down the most general parity even, dilaton weight
zero, affine action and fix the coefficients and sure constraints by requiring
invariance with respect to the sure symmetries Km and S. The results are
13
− L = ǫmnpqR(M)mnR(M)pq + 32R(A)R(D)− 8R(Q)γ5R(S), (86)
R(P )m = 0 (87)
R(Q) = −γ5∗R(Q), (88)
R(A) = ∗R(D). (89)
13Observe that the term 32R(A)R(D) appears with an opposite sign from the Osp(1|8)
case. To study the sign of the kinetic terms of the axial aµ and vierbein eµ
m fields, one
must substitute the leading terms of the solution of the constraint (91) below for the
conformal boost gauge field fµ
m into (86). The result is
− LKin = −2[R(ω)µνR(ω)νµ − 1
3
R(ω)2] + 24R(A)µνR(A)
µν ,
where all terms have the required sign and R(ω)µν ≡ R(ω)αµνα and R(ω) ≡ R(ω)µµ are
the Ricci and scalar curvatures, respectively, of the usual Riemann curvature R(ω)µν
mn =
2∂[µων]
mn + 2ω[µ
k[mων]
n]
k. Note, however, that the analagous calculation (using now the
constraint (97) derived below) in the same sector of the Osp(1|8) model yields
− LKin = −2[R(ω)µνR(ω)νµ − 1
3
R(ω)2]− 8R(A)µνR(A)µν ,
so that the kinetic terms of the axial gauge field now appear with the opposite (unphysical)
sign.
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These constraints are themselves invariant under the sure symmetries but do
not represent a maximal set of constraints. In the early work of Kaku et.
al. [11, 7], the constraint (89) was not yet known (but rather was discovered
later in the algebraic approach in [14]). Furthermore, instead of the affine
action in (86) a non-affine action14
Lnon−affine = L+ 64R(A)(R(D) + ∗R(A)), (90)
was employed which is clearly equivalent to (86) since it differs only by the
constraint (89). Consequently, also (90) is invariant under K and S sym-
metry. The non-geometric action is interesting for two reasons: firstly, it is
invariant under the sure symmetries without having to use (89), and that was
how it was found in [7]. Second, if one considers the algebraic field equation
for the fm field in the non-affine action
0 = R˜(M)mnen + 2R(A)e
m − 1
2
√
2
ψγ5γmR(Q), (91)
it is easy to check that it is invariant under the sure symmetries. Therefore,
(91) also represents a possible constraint on R(M)mn which may be solved in
terms of fm. Imposing (91) as a constraint implies, of course, that the non-
geometric action is invariant under arbitrary variations of the field fm (the so-
called 1.5 order formalism in supergravity [28]). Rather than imposing (91)
as a field equation, it would be preferable to consider it as a constraint, on
a par with (87)-(89). Therefore, in [14] the action (86) was chosen and (91)
imposed. Of course, in the affine action (86) the field equation for fm no
longer coincides with the constraint (91).
The action (86) (and clearly also (90)) is obviously Lorentz (Mmn), dilation
(D), axial (A) and general coordinate invariant so one only needs to check
invariance under the unsure symmetry Q. The fields em, ψ, b and a transform
under Q according to the group law (i.e. as ordinary gauge fields), but the
dependent fields ωmn, φ and fm get extra transformations in order that the
constraints remain valid. It is therefore convenient to work with the non-
affine action (which is, at this point, completely equivalent to the affine
action because the constraint R(A) = ∗R(D) holds) since one therefore need
not calculate the extra transformations of the field fm. In [7] it is shown that
14Note that R(A) = ∗R(D) implies R(D) = −∗R(A).
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the theory is supersymmetry (Q) invariant if one extends the constraint (88)
to read
γµR(Q)µν = 0. (92)
The constraints (87), (91) and (92) represent the maximal set of solvable
constraints in this model.
Finally, let us complete this section by showing that the the constraint (89)
follows as a consequence of the constraints (91) and (92). The Bianchi iden-
tity for the constraint (87) written in the form (38) yields a new constraint
0 = dR(P )m = R(M)mnen + 2R(D)e
m +
1
2
√
2
ψγmR(Q). (93)
Although the form of the two constraints (91) and (93) appears similar, in
fact they are inequivalent, since the former is a constraint on the Ricci (1, 6
and 9) of R(M)mn whereas the Bianchi identity (93) constrains the 1˜, 6 and
9˜. There is no contradiction with the claim above that only the Ricci part
of R(M)µν
mn could be solvably constrained since the Bianchi identity is an
identity so that (93) holds simply because the dependent field ωµ
mn is the
solution to R(P )m = 0. The two constraints overlap on the 6 of R(M)µν
mn
and using the constraint γµR(Q)µν = 0 in (92) they may be rewritten as the
following constraints on the 6
0 = R(M)ρ[µν]
ρ + 2∗R(A)µν +
1
4
√
2
R(Q)µνγ · ψ {fm equation} (94)
0 = R(M)ρ[µν]
ρ − 2R(D)µν + 1
4
√
2
R(Q)µνγ · ψ {Bianchi}. (95)
The difference is clearly given by (89).
The reader may feel that the way we have arrived at the constraint in (91)
was rather indirect (a field equation in one model was turned into a con-
straint of another model), but a completely kinematical approach yields all
these constraints directly. Requiring compatibility between Pm gauge trans-
formations and general coordinate transformations as discussed in section 2
leads directly to the constraints (87), (88) and (91) from which (88) follows
in the manner indicated [14].
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Back to Osp(1|8).
Motivated by the above discussion, we consider a one parameter (α) family15
of non-affine actions differing from (67) only by terms that vanish due to the
constraint R(V )m = −∗R(Z)m
Lnon−affine = L +32(1− 2α)R(V )mR(Z)m + 32αR(V )m∗R(V )m
+32(1− α)R(Z)m∗R(Z)m.
(96)
One may consider more general non-affine actions equivalent to the ac-
tion (67) but the requirement that the fm field equation be invariant under
the sure symmetries leads one to (96). We propose the fm field equation of
these non-affine actions as the 16 constraint for R(M)mn which reads
0 = R˜(M)mnen + 2R(A)e
m − 1
2
√
2
ψγ5γmR(Q)− 2R˜(E)mnvn
−2E˜mnR(V )n + 2R(E)mnzn + 2EmnR(Z)n, (97)
where after varying the non-affine action in (86) under fm → fm+ δfm, we
imposed the constraint R(V )m = − ∗R(Z)m. The new constraint in (97) is
invariant under the sure and automatic symmetries and is to be compared
with the following Bianchi identity
0 = dR(P )m = R(M)mnen + 2R(D)e
m +
1
2
√
2
ψγmR(Q)− 2R(E)mnvn
+2EmnR(V )n − 2R˜(E)mnzn + 2E˜mnR(Z)n. (98)
The constraint (97) may also be found by writing down the most general
three form constraint 0 = R˜(M)mnen + . . . with fixed parity and dilaton
weight two, and fixing the coefficients by requiring invariance under the sure
symmetries. We note also that, just like the Bianchi identity, to achieve
invariance of the constraint (97) under sure symmetries, one needs only use
that R(P )m = 0.
15Also in the conformal supergravity case, without altering any of the conclusions out-
lined in the above intermezzo, one can consider a one parameter family of additional non-
affine terms in the action that vanish modulo the constraint R(D) = − ∗ R(A), namely
0 = 64(1 − 2α)R(D)R(A)64αR(D)∗R(D)64(1 − α)R(A)∗R(A), although in [7] only the
case with no R(D)∗R(D) term (α = 0) was considered.
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Again, the constraints (97) and (98) overlap on the 6 of R(M)µν
mn so let us
compute the difference of these two constraints which will, as a consequence,
lead to another useful constraint.
The 6 of (97) and (98) is given, respectively, by
0 = ∗R˜(M)ρ[µν]ρ′g
ρρ′ − 2∗R(A)µν + 1
4
√
2
ψ · γR(Q)µν
−R(E)µνρσvρσ + 2E˜ρσ [µR(Z)ν]ρσ − ∗R(E)µνρσzρσ + 2Eρσ [µR(V )ν]ρσ
(99)
0 = ∗R(M)ρ[µν]
ρ − 2∗R(D)µν − 1
4
√
2
ψ · γ∗R(Q)µν
+∗R(E)µνρσvρσ − 2Eρσ [µR(Z)ν]ρσ −R(E)µνρσzρσ + 2E˜ρσ[µR(V )ν]ρσ.
(100)
To obtain (99) and (100) from (97) and (98), respectively, along with the
sure constraints (69), (70) and (71), we used the following cyclicity relations:
R(E)[µνρ]σ = 0 (101)
which constrains the 1˜, 9˜ and 6 of R(E)µν
mn to zero as in (77), half of (69)
and (75), respectively,
∗R(E)[µνρ]σ = 0 (102)
which constrains the 1, 9 and 6 of R(E)µν
mn to zero as in (76), the other half
of (69) and again (75), respectively, and
γ[µR(Q)ρσ] = 0 (103)
which follows from the constraint (73). Dualizing (99) in the indices µ and ν
and then adding this result to (100) yields (dividing by an overall factor 2)
0 = R(A)µν − ∗R(D)µν + E˜ρσ [µR(V )ν]ρσ −Eρσ [µR(Z)ν]ρσ
+
1
2
eǫµναβ
[
EρσαR(V )βρσ + E˜
ρσαR(Z)βρσ
]
. (104)
To see that the higher order terms in (104) do not cancel one can use
R(V )m = −∗R(Z)m to write the result in terms of R(Z)m only.
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In summary, we have found the following maximal set of solvable con-
straints
0 = R(P )µν
m (105)
0 = R(E)ρ[µν]
ρ (106)
0 = R(E)µν
νµ (107)
0 = ǫµνρσR(E)µνρσ (108)
0 = R(E)µν
mn + ∗R˜(E)µνmn (109)
0 = R(Z)µν
m − ∗R(V )µνm (110)
0 = γµR(Q)µν (111)
0 = R(M)ρµν
ρ − 1
2
gµνR(M)ρσ
σρ + 2∗R(A)µν +
1
2
√
2
R(Q)ρνγµψ
ρ
−2∗R(E)ρνσµzρσ − 2R(E)ρνσµvρσ + 2R(V )ρνσEρσµ + 2R(Z)ρνσE˜ρσµ.
(112)
All further constraints must follow from this set, either algebraically or, for
example, by Bianchi identities.
6 Invariance of the Action under Vm and Zm
Symmetries at the Linearized Level.
At this point we have found the maximal set of solvable constraints and an
action, both of which are invariant under sure and automatic symmetries.
In principle, therefore, we should now simply vary the action with respect
to the remaining unsure symmetries taking into account that the constraints
endow the dependent fields with extra transformations over and above the
usual group law gauge transformations. However, unlike the conformal su-
pergravity case, where one had explicit solutions for the dependent fields in
terms of independent fields so that the above program could be (and was [7])
directly carried out, we must now grapple with the fact that we only have a
coupled set of equations for the dependent fields whose iterative solution, in
general, is an infinite series in independent fields.
Of course one may argue that to investigate the invariance of the action
under the remaining symmetries one needs only the extra transformations
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of dependent fields rather than explicit solutions for the fields themselves.
However again the same problem arises, namely that the constraints provide
only a coupled set of equations for the extra transformations of dependent
fields. In order to calculate further, we make a consistent expansion in the
number of fields and study the model in the lowest order in this expansion.
Consider, for example, the constraint R(P )m = 0 and some unsure sym-
metry which we denote by δ. On independent fields δ acts simply as a gauge
transformation
δhAIndept. = dǫ
A + ǫChBfBC
A = δGrouph
A
Indept.. (113)
However acting on dependent fields we have
δhADept. = dǫ
A + ǫChBfBC
A + δ̂hADept. ≡ δGrouphADept. + δ̂hADept., (114)
where the extra transformations δ̂hADept. are determined by requiring that the
constraints are invariant under the unsure symmetry δ, for example
0 = δR(P )m = δGroupR(P )
m + δ̂R(P )m
= δGroupR(P )
m + δ̂ωmnen − 2Emnδ̂vn − 2E˜mnδ̂zn. (115)
Note that in (115), the extra transformations of three16 dependent fields ap-
pear, as opposed to conformal supergravity where only δ̂ωmn was present.
One may write down similar expressions for all other constraints which
in principle uniquely determine all extra transformations of the dependent
fields.
In practice, to write down a solution for the extra transformations of the
dependent fields, we solve the set of coupled equations for the extra transfor-
mations given by requiring invariance of the constraints iteratively. Namely,
we make an expansion order by order in the number of independent fields,
where one counts the vierbein as a Kronecker delta (i.e. field number zero).
In this section, we show that the action is invariant under Vm and Zm sym-
metries at the leading order of this expansion.
For example, in (115) one first ignores the terms −2Emnδ̂vn − 2E˜mnδ̂zn
since they are next to leading order and solves for the lowest order contribu-
16For simplicity we have given (115) for the case in which the dilation gauge field b
remains independent.
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tion to δ̂ωmn which is given by
δ̂ωµmn =
1
2
(−δGroupR(P )mnµ+δGroupR(P )µmn−δGroupR(P )µnm)+· · · . (116)
One can proceed similarly for all other constraints and then insert the leading
order results in the next order contributions thereby generating expressions
of the form
δ̂hADept. ∼ (curvatures)+(curvatures)×(fields)+(curvatures)×(fields)2+· · · .
(117)
Note that one must be somewhat careful when dealing with derivatives on
dependent fields (for example the constraint R(Z)m = ∗R(V )m produces
terms dδ̂zm and dδ̂vm). We count a derivative as field number zero so that at
each order we cancel all derivative terms. Note, however, that often one can
convert expressions involving explicit derivatives into expressions involving
only curvatures and fields. However, as we shall soon see, at the lowest order
we are able to remove all terms involving explicit derivatives.
We have explicitly checked the consistency of the expansion described
above by carrying out the analagous calculation in the completely under-
stood context of conformal supergravity, in order to verify “unsure” local
supersymmetry at leading order.
Let us begin our lowest order (“linear”) analysis. To compute the variation
of the action with respect to δ we need expressions for both δGroupL and δ̂L.
In appendix A we compute expressions for both δGroupL and δ̂L valid to all
orders in our iterative expansion. All terms in δGroupL (see (173)-(177)) are of
the form (curvature) × (curvature), since curvatures rotate homogeneously
under the group law, and are of leading order. The lowest order terms in
δ̂L (see (181)) are those of the form (curvature)×(vierbein)× δ̂(dept. field),
where, to linear order, the extra transformations of dependent fields yield
curvatures (as in (117) above). In order that the action be invariant at
leading order, terms quadratic in curvatures in δ̂L in (181) must cancel the
group transformations of the action δGroupL in (173)-(177). To lowest order,
the variation of the action is given by
− δL = −δGroupL+32R(V )mδGroup[R(Z)m−∗R(V )m]−16
√
2 R(S)γ5γmemδ̂φ
+32R(K)menδ̂ω˜mn − 128R˜(F )mnemδ̂vn − 128R(F )mnemδ̂zn
+O
(
[curvature]2 × (field)
)
(118)
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which is obtained by keeping only the terms with an explicit vierbein, along
with the first two terms in (181). Notice, as promised, by virtue of various
manipulations made on the expression for δ̂L as given in appendix A, only
extra transformations of dependent fields arising from constraints without
derivatives on dependent fields are needed (i.e., at linear order, δ̂vm and
δ̂zm are determined from the R(E)mn constraints (106)-(109), δ̂ωmn from
R(P )m = 0 in (105) and δ̂φ from γµR(Q)µν = 0 in (111)). Also observe that
even though the dilation gauge field bµ may be dependent, at linear level it
makes no contribution to the extra variations of the action.
To verify that the action is invariant at leading order under Vm and Zm
symmetries, it only remains to insert the explicit leading order results for
the extra transformations of dependent fields into δ̂L in (118) and calculate
the group variation of the constraint R(Z)m− ∗R(V )m appearing in the first
two terms of (118) and then compute the sum δGroupL + δ̂L. To this end
let us give the general, leading order results for the extra transformations of
the fields vµ
m, zµ
m, ωµ
mn, bµ and φµ obtained by requiring invariance of the
maximal set of constraints. (The corresponding results for fµ
m and Fµ
mn are
easily calculated but are not needed for our linear analysis.)
δ̂v(µν) = −1
4
δGroup
[
R(E)ρ(µν)
ρ − 1
6
gµνR(E)ρσ
σρ
]
(119)
δ̂z(µν) = −1
4
δGroup
[
R˜(E)ρ(µν)ρ′g
ρρ′ − 1
6
gµνR˜(E)ρσσ′ρ′g
ρρ′gσσ
′
]
(120)
δ̂z[µν] = −1
4
α∗(δGroupR(E)ρ[µν]
ρ) (121)
δ̂v[µν] = −1
4
(1− α)δGroupR(E)ρ[µν]ρ (122)
δ̂ω0µmn = −
1
2
δGroup
[
R(P )0mnµ − R(P )0µmn +R(P )0µnm
]
(123)
δ̂ωm = (1− β)δGroupR(P )m (124)
δ̂bµ =
1
6
βδGroupR(P )µ (125)
δ̂φµ =
1
2
√
2
δGroup
[
γρR(Q)µρ +
1
6
γµγ
σρR(Q)ρσ
]
. (126)
Here we have denoted the traceless parts of R(P )µνm and ωµmn by R(P )
0
µνm =
R(P )µνm+
2
3
R(P )[µeν]m and ω
0
µmn = ωµmn+
2
3
eµ[mωn], respectively, where the
traces are denoted by R(P )µ = R(P )ρµ
ρ and ωm = ωρm
ρ. Furthermore, since
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we are working at the linear level, we can ignore the action of δGroup on the
vierbein and metric17, because this produces terms that are of higher order
in our expansion. Finally note that we have introduced two free parameters
α and β into the results for the 6 of vµ
m and zµ
m and into the trace of the
spin connection and dilaton, respectively. Since the constraints only specify
the extra transformations of the combinations z[µν] + ∗v[µν] and bµ + 16ωµ the
results (121), (122), (124) and (125) represent the general solutions for the
extra transformations of these fields. Note that the combinations αv[µν] +
(1 − α)∗z[µν] and (1 − β)bµ − 16βωµ are independent fields. For example, in
conformal supergravity, the choice β = 0 was taken, although this freedom, in
any case, cancelled completely in that model. We shall study the dependence
of the model on these parameters in the following calculations.
Applying these results to Vm and Zm symmetry we find
δ̂V ω
0
µmn = 2R(E)mnµkǫ
k ; δ̂Zω
0
µmn = 2R˜(E)mnµkǫ
k (127)
δ̂V ωm = 0 = δ̂V bµ ; δ̂Zωm = 0 = δ̂Zbµ (128)
δ̂V vµ
m = 0 = δ̂V zµ
m ; δ̂Zvµ
m = 0 = δ̂Zzµ
m (129)
δ̂V φµ =
1√
2
R(Q)µνǫ
ν ; δ̂Zφµ =
1√
2
γ5R(Q)µνǫ
ν , (130)
Observe that all dependence on the parameters α and β has dropped out.
To obtain (127) we used the cyclicity relation R(E)[µνρ]σ = 0 in (101) and
R˜(E)[µνρ]σ = 0 from (102). Reusing these cyclicity relations and the addi-
tional cyclicity relation γ[µR(Q)ρσ] = 0 in (103), it easy to recast the re-
sults (127)-(130) into form notation
enδ̂V ω˜mn = −2R˜(E)mnǫn (131)
enδ̂Z ω˜mn = 2R(E)mnǫ
n (132)
emγmδ̂V φ = − 1√
2
γmR(Q)ǫ
m (133)
emγmδ̂Zφ = +
1√
2
γ5γmR(Q)ǫ
m. (134)
17Of course, one must nonetheless still resist the temptation to impose constraints
“under” the δGroup sign. For example, δGroupR˜(E)µνρσ ≡ 12eǫρσαβδGroupR(E)µναβ 6=
δGroup∗R(E)µνρσ ≡ 12eǫµναβδGroupR(E)αβρσ .
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Let us orchestrate the above formulæ. Using (173), (174) and (131)-(134)
in (118) we have
− δVL = 32[R˜(M)mnR(V )m − 2R(D)R(Z)n]ǫn
+32R(V )mδV,Group[R(Z)m − ∗R(V )m] (135)
−δZL = 32[R˜(M)mnR(Z)m + 2R(D)R(V )n]ǫn
+32R(V )mδZ,Group[R(Z)m − ∗R(V )m]. (136)
Now it only remains to calculate the group transformations of the con-
straint (110) which, to leading order, yields
δV,Group[R(Z)m − ∗R(V )m] = −R˜(M)mnǫn + 2∗R(D)ǫm
(137)
δZ,Group[R(Z)m − ∗R(V )m] = R(M)mnǫn − 2R(D)ǫm
(138)
To obtain these results we have used that, to lowest order, the following
constraints hold
R(M)mn = −∗R˜(M)mn (139)
R(A) = ∗R(D) (140)
The first may be derived by noting that the 9 and 9˜ of R(M)µν
mn vanish
at lowest order (although one may verify that at the next to leading order
the quadratric terms involving R(E)mn, vm, zm and Emn, R(V )m, R(Z)m
in (112) and (98) do contribute to the 9 and 9˜). Inserting (137) and (138)
in (135) and (136), respectively, and using (139) and (110), we see that the
lowest order contributions to δVL and δZL do indeed vanish.
The invariance of the action under Vm and Zm symmetries confirms our
proposed maximal set of constraints. Of course, our linear analysis does not
probe the terms in the constraints of higher order in fields. In the case of
the sure constraints however, such additional terms are severely restricted
by the requirement that the action is invariant under the sure symmetries.
In general, they are also further restricted by requiring that the constraints
themselves are invariant under the sure symmetries. Further, let us note that
the only (linearized) constraint, which was not needed in the above analysis
is the constraint on the scalar curvature (1) of R(E)µν
mn (i.e. R(E)µν
νµ = 0),
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although even this constraint is necessary since it follows from γµR(Q)µν = 0
by varying with respect to the sure symmetry S. We also observe that the
freedom to choose the dependent combinations of z[µν] and ∗v[µν], and bµ and
ωµ (denoted by the parameters α and β, respectively) cancels in the Vm and
Zm variation of the action at linear order. We now turn to the remaining
unsure symmetries Q and Emn.
7 Local Supersymmetry and Emn Symmetry.
These symmetries are of vital importance for the perturbative consistency of
our action, since in a flat gravitational and otherwise trivial background the
fields ψα and Emn enter the quadratic part of the action only in terms of their
linearized field strengths dψα and dEmn. If the associated gauge invariances
do not survive at the interacting level (and they don’t), this kind of pertur-
bation expansion will not lead to invertible kinetic terms. Conceivably there
might exist a vacuum solution that does allow a perturbation expansion.
However, unless modifications of the supersymmetry and Emn transforma-
tion rules exist under which the action is invariant, it is more likely that the
theory simply does not exist as a gauge theory. In section 8 we examine in
more detail some possibilities for such modifications.
The manipulations required to show that Emn and Q are not linear order
symmetries of the action are exactly the same as discussed in detail for Vm
and Zm symmetries, so let us just give the main results.
In fact many terms in both δQL and δEL do cancel and the only terms
remaining are given by (in form notation)
− δQL = −16
√
2 R(S)γ5γmemδ̂Qφ−128R˜(F )mnemδ̂Qvn−128R(F )mnemδ̂Qzn
(141)
−δEL = 164R(K)m[ǫ˜mnR(V )n − ǫmnR(Z)n + 1
2
enδ̂Eω˜mn]
−128R˜(F )mnemδ̂Evn − 128R(F )mnemδ̂Ezn − 16
√
2 R(S)γ5γmemδ̂φ,
(142)
where the relevant extra transformations of dependent fields are given (in
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explicit index notation) by
δ̂Qφµ =
1
3
√
2
[R(D)µρ +R(A)µργ
5 +
1
2
(R(V )ρ +R(Z)ργ
5)γµ]γ
ρ (143)
δ̂Qvµν =
1
8
√
2
(1− α)R(Q)ǫ (144)
δ̂Qzµν =
1
8
√
2
αR(Q)γ5ǫ (145)
δ̂Eφµ = −1
4
[γργmnR(S)µρ +
1
6
γµγ
σργmnR(S)ρσ]ǫmn (146)
δ̂Eω
0
µmn = R(V )mn
rǫrµ − R(V )µmrǫrn +R(V )µnrǫrm
+R(Z)mn
ρ∗ǫρµ − R(Z)µmr ǫ˜rn +R(Z)µnr ǫ˜rm − 2
3
eµ[mδ̂ωn] (147)
δ̂Eωµ = 2(1− β)(ǫ˜mnR(Z)n + ǫmnR(V )n) (148)
δ̂Ev[µν] =
1
8
(1− α)[R(M)ρσµνǫρσ + 8R(D)ρ[µǫν]ρ] (149)
δ̂Ez[µν] =
1
8
α[R(M)ρσµν∗ǫρσ + 8R(D)ρ[µ∗ǫν]
ρ] (150)
δ̂Ev(µν) =
1
6
gµνR(D)ρσǫ
ρσ (151)
δ̂Ez(µν) =
1
6
gµνR(D)ρσ∗ǫρσ, (152)
where, as usual, we have denoted the traces R(V )ν = R(V )ρν
ρ and R(Z)ν =
R(Z)ρν
ρ.
In deriving the results (143)-(152) we used the following cyclicity relations
which follow directly from R(Z)m = ∗R(V )m,
R(V )µρσ +R(V )ρσµ +R(V )σµρ = −eǫµρστR(Z)τ (153)
R(Z)µρσ +R(Z)ρσµ +R(Z)σµρ = eǫµρστR(V )
τ (154)
It is tedious, but straightforward, to explicitly substitute the results (143)-
(152) into (141) and (142) and verify that the result is indeed non-vanishing.
We have checked this explicitly. Let us demonstrate this in a few examples,
which, at the same time, will give us the dependence on the freedoms α and β.
The curvatures R(S)µν , R(K)µν
m and R(F )µν
mn are all unconstrained, so the
coefficients of each of their Lorentz irreducible parts must vanish separately
(modulo, of course, the maximal set of constraints).
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Consider first the R(F )µν
mn terms in δQL. Here only the coefficient of the
antisymmetric Ricci of ∗R˜(F )µνmn is non-zero and is given by
− δQL = 8
√
2 eR(Q)µνǫ
[
gρσ∗R˜(F )ρµνσ
]
+ · · · (155)
(The dots “· · ·” denote the remaining term proportional to R(S) in δQL.)
Note, in particular, that the freedom α to choose which combination of z[µν]
and ∗v[µν] is a dependent field, drops out. We note also that the same freedom
β in the ωµ and bµ sector also drops out at leading order (one finds that the
extra transformation δ̂Qωm is identically zero). We observe that since there is
no constraint on gρσ∗R˜(F )ρµνσ, the expression (155) cannot vanish or cancel
with any other terms in δQL.
Next consider the possibly α dependent R(F )µν
mn terms in (142), which
are again proportional to the antisymmetric Ricci of ∗R˜(F )µνmn. That α
again drops out holds, in fact, independently of the particular expression for
δ̂z[µν] and δ̂∗v[µν], but rather since (1−α)∗δ̂z[µν] = −αδ̂v[µν]. We are left then
with the non-zero expression
− δEL = −16e(R(M)µναβǫαβ + 4R(D)α[µǫν]α)
[
gρσ∗R˜(F )ρµνσ
]
+ · · · . (156)
Our final example comprises the terms proportional to the trace R(K)ρµρ
≡ R(K)µ in δEL. Here we find that the model actually retains a dependence
on the parameter β. The result is
− δEL = −64
3
(2β − 3)eR(K)µ[ǫµνR(V )ν + ∗ǫµνR(Z)ν ] + · · · , (157)
We note that, at leading order, this is the only instance in which the freedom
α or β does not cancel. Furthermore, for the value β = 3/2 these terms
vanish. This corresponds to the case in which the combination (bµ +
1
2
ωµ)
is an independent field. Of course, even for this choice of β, the remaining
terms in δEL do not vanish. This concludes our demonstration that the gauge
transformations Q and Emn are not symmetries of the action at leading order.
Penultimately, we make the important remark that invariance at the linear
level is a necessary but not sufficient condition that the action be invariant
under some symmetry. Therefore our analysis shows that the symmetries Vm
and Zm could possibly be full symmetries of the action to all orders, but local
supersymmetry Q and Emn are not.
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Finally, let us conclude this section by remarking that the sure symmetries
act in a very simple way on the independent fields. For example, in [7] it
was shown for the conformal supergravity model that the conformal boost
symmetry Km acted only on the dilaton field b as a translation bµ → bµ−2ǫµ
whereby it was argued that the action was independent of bµ. We may
perform a similar analysis here also, but we now find that instead of being
independent of the field bµ, the action depends only on a certain combination
of the independent fields aµ, bµ and the remaining independent components
of the v and z fields z[µν] − ∗v[µν]. As shown in the discussion above, after
imposing the maximal set of constraints the remaining independent fields are
eµ
m, Eµ
mn, ψµ, bµ, aµ and the combination z[µν] − ∗vµν so that after solving
all constraints
L = L(eµm, Eµmn, ψµ, bµ, aµ, z[µν] − ∗v[µν]). (158)
Note for simplicity, and indeed without loss of generality that we have at this
point chosen the dilaton bµ and the combination z[µν]−∗vµν to be independent
fields, although as discussed earlier, more general combinations are possible.
Under conformal boosts (Km) the only independent fields which transform
are b, vm and zm,
bµ → bµ − 2ǫµ (159)
z[µν] − ∗v[µν] → z[µν] − ∗v[µν] + 2em[νE˜µ]mnǫn − 2∗[E[µν]nǫn]. (160)
(Since two or more conformal boosts vanish when acting on the fields b, vm
and zm, the transformations given above are finite gauge transformations
rather than just the infinitesimal transformations.) Similarly, Fmn gauge
transformations act only on the fields a, b, vm and zm and the finite results
are given by
aµ → aµ − E˜µmnǫmn (161)
bµ → bµ − Eµmnǫmn (162)
z[µν] − ∗v[µν] → z[µν] − ∗v[µν] + 4∗ǫµν . (163)
The action (67) was constructed to be invariant under conformal boosts (Km)
and Fmn gauge transformations. Therefore, one may now construct a Fmn
gauge transformation followed by an appropriate conformal boost (Km) gauge
transformation such that all dependence on the independent fields bµ and
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z[µν]− ∗vµν appears only in the combination a′µ = aµ+∆aµ(b, z− ∗v) so that
L(aµ, bµ, z[µν]−∗vµν) = L(a′µ, 0, 0). The field equation equations of the bµ and
z[µν] − ∗vµν fields, have therefore, no more content than that of the aµ field
equation. We view this vm, zm and b–independent formulation as a kind of
Wess Zumino gauge, in which we have gauged these fields away. Of course,
to calculate the gauge transformations of the new field a′µ, one must, in
the usual fashion, perform appropriate compensating gauge transformations.
Both formulations are, of course, entirely equivalent, and we found it more
convenient to work in the formulation where the dependence on the fields
vm, zm and b is kept explicit.
8 Kinematical Analysis and Conclusions.
Originally, conformal supergravity was discovered through a combination of
a dynamical approach and a kinematical approach [11, 7] the former being
similar to that which we have followed above. In the dynamical approach, an
action was constructed, and constraints on curvatures were found such that
the action was invariant under sure and automatic symmetries. In turn, these
constraints endowed the transformations of dependent fields under “unsure”
local supersymmetry with extra pieces and it was verified that the modified
transformation rules were indeed an invariance of the action. The confor-
mal gauge field fµ
m was solved from its own algebraic field equation, so that
its variations did not need to be taken into account (1.5 order formalism).
However, later it was shown that all the results of that model could also
be obtained through an entirely kinematical approach [14], in which all con-
straints were found by requiring that the gauge algebra closed onto general
coordinate transformations, rather than Pm gauge transformations.
We now apply this kinematical approach to our extended conformal su-
pergravity model. We find that in order that the gauge algebra close onto
general coordinate transformations, the symmetries Q and Emn require ex-
tra modifications beyond that implied by the introduction of constraints on
curvatures. This result is consistent with the findings of our linear analysis
in which Q and Emn were not invariances of the action.
We begin with the important observation [9, 7] that general coordinate
transformations
δGen. coord.hµ
A = ∂µξ
ρhρ
A + ξρ∂ρhµ
A, (164)
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and Pm gauge transformations with parameter ǫ
m = ξρeρ
m differ only by a
sum of local gauge invariances of the theory and a curvature term
δGroup,Pm (ǫ
m = ξρeρ
m) hµ
A + ξρRρµ
A
= δGen. coord. (ξ
ρ) hµ
A − δGroup
(
ǫB 6=Pm = ξρhρB
)
hµ
A.
(165)
The last term in (165) is a sum of group law gauge transformations whose
field-dependent parameter is given by the contraction of the general coordi-
nate parameter ξρ with each gauge field hρ
A, but where Pm gauge transfor-
mations are omitted.
Therefore, for the gauge algebra to close, it is sufficient that whenever
a Pm transformation is produced on the right hand side of commutators
acting on independent fields, the combination of any extra terms from the
second gauge variation acting on a possibly dependent field should equal the
curvature term on the left hand side of (165), modulo any constraints on
curvatures.
For example, consider the commutator of two supersymmetry transforma-
tions acting on the independent vierbein field
[δQ (ǫ1) , δQ (ǫ2)]eµ
m = δP
(
1
2
√
2
ǫ2γ
rǫ1
)
eµ
m+δE
(
− 1
2
√
2
ǫ2γ
rsǫ1
)
eµ
m (166)
Observe that the first supersymmetry transformation produces an indepen-
dent gravitino field ψµ so that the result above should coincide with the usual
group law. Supposing that Emn-gauge transformations were to be a symme-
try of the theory, then the right hand side of would also be a symmetry if
the constraint
R(P )µν
m = 0 (167)
held (see (165)). We already found this constraint from the dynamical ap-
proach, so at this point we find a confirmation of our assumptions. Next we
apply the same procedure to the Eµ
mn gauge field. Again the first super-
symmetry transformation produces the independent gravitino field so that
the commutator of two supersymmetry transformations yields the group law
result only
[δQ (ǫ1) , δQ (ǫ2)]Eµ
mn = δP
(
1
2
√
2
ǫ2γ
rǫ1
)
Eµ
mn + δE
(
− 1
2
√
2
ǫ2γ
rsǫ1
)
Eµ
mn
(168)
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from which we now conclude that the constraint
R(E)µν
mn = 0 (169)
should hold. However, as discussed in section 4, all of R(E)µν
mn may be
solvably constrained to vanish except the traceless 10. Therefore, we conclude
that in order that the gauge algebra close, supersymmetry transformations
on (some of) the independent fields should be explicitly modified. (One may
also consider modifying Emn transformations at this point, but since the
parameter 1
2
√
2
ǫ2γ
rǫ1 is independent from − 12√2ǫ2γrsǫ1 it seems unlikely that
a modified Emn transformation on the right hand side of (168) could produce
terms rendering the constraint (169) solvable).
At this point, it is already clear that the kinematical approach faces major
difficulties, but one can consider also further commutators acting on inde-
pendent fields. The remaining commutators producing Pm transformations
are [δV , δE] and [δZ , δE]. (It is not necessary to consider the commutator
of general coordinate transformations with dilations or local Lorentz trans-
formations, since the commutator of a general coordinate transformation,
with a gauge transformation produces the same gauge transformation, but
whose parameter is given by ǫA[Gen.coord,Group] = −ξρ∂ρǫA). Assuming that the
constraint R(P )µν
m = 0 holds and that Emn gauge transformations are a
symmetry, acting with commutators [δV , δE] and [δZ , δE ] on the vierbein, one
deduces that the extra transformations of the dependent vm and zm fields
under Vm and Zm symmetries should vanish. Therefore, the kinematical ap-
proach, produces the same results for the extra transformations of the spin
connection, dilaton and vm and zm fields under Vm and Zm symmetries as
in the linear analysis of section 6. Note, however, that these extra transfor-
mations belong neither to the constraint (169) nor the R(E)mn constraints
found in the dynamical approach. We are therefore forced to conclude that
Emn gauge transformations should also be explicitly modified.
One might consider modifications in the transformation laws of indepen-
dent gauge fields proportional to curvatures, so δh ∼ δGroup(ǫ)h + Rǫ. For
dimensional reasons, such modifications cannot occur in δem and δEmn, but
in δψ one might try a term δ′Qψ ∼ R(E)µνmnγmnγνǫQ. Since only the 10 in
R(E)µν
mn is nonvanishing, this term vanishes, hence also δQψµ is unmodi-
fied. Instead, one might study δ′Evµ
m ∼ R(E)µνmn(ǫE )nν etcetera . However,
rather than searching for modifications of Q and Emn symmetries such that
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the gauge algebra closes onto general coordinate transformations, one sus-
pects that these symmetries should be dropped altogether, just as was the
case for Pm gauge transformations, and instead there should exist in their
place a generalization of general coordinate transformations to Q and Emn
symmetries with parameters ξα and ξµν , respectively. One could then study
generalizations of (165) to Q and Emn symmetries in which the new “general
coordinate” Q and Emn transformations are given by δGroup(Q,Emn) with a
field dependent parameter ǫ ∼ ξh (which may allow for a more general mass
dimension of the parameter ξ) plus curvature terms. Perhaps one can learn
more about such a proposal by making a linearized analysis of the Pm gauge
symmetry in the dynamical approach, since we at least know for certain that
the Osp(1|8) model is general coordinate invariant. We feel that our dy-
namical approach has laid the groundwork for such investigations, which we,
however, reserve for further study.
Having shown that the kinematical approach at least produces results con-
sistent with the findings of the dynamical approach considered in the text of
this paper, let us present our conclusions and some more speculative remarks.
A simple possibility is that there exists no R2 type of supergravity based on
Osp(1|8). Let us proceed under the assumption that this is not the case. The
most obvious way to proceed is then to attempt to combine the kinematical
approach with the solely dynamical approach in the text in order to find
explicit modifications or generalizations of the Q and Emn transformation
rules, as discussed above, such that the gauge algebra closes and invariance
of the action is achieved. The fascinating possibility, that such generalizations
of general coordinate transformations could exist, and can be probed via a
dynamical analysis as given in the text, was a key motivation for us to study
this model in detail, even though, a priori, from a kinematical standpoint,
we suspected that new features would arise in the Q and Emn symmetries.
In the limit that the symmetries become rigid and eµ
m becomes a flat
space delta function δµ
m, one would expect that one should add orbital
parts to the transformation rules which are a consequence of the transforma-
tion of coordinates. The most general set of bosonic rigid symmetries leav-
ing the line element (dxm)2 invariant is known to be the conformal group.
Clearly, E symmetry does not act on the coordinates xm. An alternative
which we have not pursued in this article at all, is to consider a space with
bosonic coordinates xm and y[mn] ( or a superspace with xm, θα and y[mn]).
One might then study dimensional reduction of a higher dimensional model.
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For example, in order to construct rigid representations of the superalge-
bra Osp(1|8), one can first consider the set of non-negative dilaton weight
generators {Pm, Emn, Q;Mmn, D,A, Vm, Zm} and consider a coset based on
the reductive split where the positive dilaton weight generators are coset
generators and the zero weight generators are subgroup generators. (Repre-
sentations of the full Osp(1|8) superalgebra should then be calculated using
the theory of induced representations). One must consider then a superspace
with coordinates (xm, y[mn], θα) where xm are the four spacetime coordinates,
θα (α = 1, 4) are the usual anti-commuting coordinates and the y[mn] are
six auxiliary coordinates. Notice that one does not have a ten dimensional
Lorentz group, but rather, the auxiliary coordinates y[mn] transform as a rank
two antisymmetric tensor under four dimensional Lorentz transformations.
In two component notation the anti-commutator of two Q transformations
reads
{QA, QB} = E(AB) (170)
{QA, QB˙} = PAB˙ (171)
{QA˙, QB˙} = E(A˙B˙), (172)
where A,B, A˙, B˙ = 1, 2 and we have made the usual decomposition of the
rank two antisymmetric tensor Emn into its self-dual and anti-self-dual parts.
The algebra (170)-(172) represents a natural extension of the usual supersym-
metry algebra but further possible constraints and/or dimensional reduction
schemes are needed to to control dependence on the six auxiliary coordi-
nates y[mn] such that one regains new representations of Osp(1|8) in four
dimensions.
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A Group Law and Extra Transformations of
the Action under Unsure Symmetries.
In this appendix we derive complete expressions for both δGroupL and δ̂L
valid to all orders in fields for some (unsure) symmetry δ. The former is
trivial to compute since curvatures just rotate homogeneously according to
the group law (see (56)) and the results for all unsure symmetries are
− δV,GroupL = 16 [2R˜(M)mnR(V )m − 4R(D)R(Z)n
+4R˜(E)mnR(K)m − R(Q)γ5γnR(S)]ǫn
(173)
−δZ,GroupL = 16 [2R˜(M)mnR(Z)m + 4R(D)R(V )n
−4R(E)mnR(K)m +R(Q)γnR(S)]ǫn
(174)
−δQ,GroupL = 8 [R(S){γ5γmR(V )m+γmR(Z)m}+
√
2 R(Q)γ5γmR(K)
m]ǫ
(175)
−δP,GroupL = −32 [R˜(M)mnR(K)m + 2R(A)R(K)n + 2R˜(F )mnR(V )m
+2R(F )mnR(Z)m + 4
√
2 R(S)γ5γnR(S)]ǫn
(176)
−δE,GroupL = 0. (177)
For completeness we have included the result for Pm gauge transformations,
even though the action, being general coordinate invariant, will not, in gen-
eral, be Pm invariant. It is surprising that the action is invariant under Emn
group transformations but note that we still have to compute the effect of
the extra Emn transformations.
Let us now compute the variation of the action under extra transformations
δ̂. Under the most general variations of all fields one finds
− δ̂L = 32 [vmR(V )n + zmR(Z)n − emR(K)n]δ̂ω˜mn
+32 [R˜(M)mnvm − 2R˜(F )mnem + 2R˜(E)mnfm
−2R(D)zn − 1
4
ψγ5γnR(S)− 1
4
R(Q)γ5γnφ]δ̂vn
+32 [R˜(M)mnzm − 2R(F )mnem − 2R(E)mnfm
+2R(D)vn + 1
4
ψγnR(S) + 1
4
R(Q)γnφ]δ̂zn
+16 [R(Q)(γ5vmγm − zmγm)− 12ψ(γ5R(V )mγm − R(Z)mγm)
−√2 R(S)γ5emγm]δ̂φ
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+32 [R˜(M)mnen − 2R˜(E)mnvn + 2R(E)mnzn
+2R(A)em − 1
2
√
2
ψγ5γmR(Q)]δ̂fm
+64 [R(V )menδ̂F˜mn +R(Z)
menδ̂Fmn]
−32 [R(V )mzm − R(Z)mvm]δ̂b+ 64R(K)memδ̂a
−8 [φ(R(V )mγ5γm +R(Z)mγm)− 2R(S)(vmγ5γm + zmγm)
+
√
2 ψR(K)mγ5γm − 2
√
2 R(Q)fmγ5γm]δ̂ψ
−64 [(R(K)mvn − fmR(V )n)δ̂E˜mn − (R(K)mzn − fmR(Z)n)δ̂Emn]
+32 [R˜(M)mnfn − 2R(A)fm + 2R˜(F )mnvn
+2R(F )mnzn +
1
2
√
2
R(S)γ5γmφ]δ̂em.
(178)
Note that the independent fields, of course, get no extra transformations so
that 0 = δ̂a = δ̂ψ = δ̂em = δ̂Emn but we have included these results here
for completeness. The above formula was derived simply by varying all fields
hA → hA+ δ̂hA as they appear in the explicit results for the curvatures (27)-
(37). However whenever terms dδ̂hA occurred, we integrated by parts and
then used the Bianchi identity in the form (38) to convert the exterior deriva-
tive on curvatures into a sum of terms of the form (field)×(curvature). One
finds then many cancellations and the result for δ̂L has the form above in-
volving only terms of the form (curvature)×(field)×δ̂(dept. field).
The result (178) can be brought into a more useful form by the follow-
ing manipulations. First the coefficients of δ̂fm almost comprise the con-
straint (97) so that these terms may be rewritten as −64R(V )mE˜mnδ̂fn +
64R(Z)mE
mnδ̂fn. However, if we now use the constraint R(Z)
m = ∗R(V )m
to convert all R(Z)m curvatures to R(V )m curvatures, then the set of terms
depending on R(V )m is given by
− 32R(V )m
 2δ̂F˜mne
n + 2E˜mnδ̂f
n + 1
4
ψγ5γmδ̂φ− δ̂ω˜mnvn + zmδ̂b
−∗
[
−2δ̂Fmnen + 2Emnδ̂fn + 14ψγmδ̂φ+ δ̂ω˜mnzn + vmδ̂b
]  .
(179)
Now, notice that the variation of the constraint R(Z)m = ∗R(V )m in (70)
yields a similar set of terms to those appearing in (179)
0 = δ[R(Z)m − ∗R(V )m]
= δGroup[R(Z)m − ∗R(V )m]
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+dδ̂zm + δ̂(ωmnz
n)− 2δ̂vma + 2δ̂F˜mnen + 2E˜mnδ̂fn + 14ψγ5γmδ̂φ
−∗
[
dδ̂vm + δ̂(ωmnv
n) + 2δ̂zma− 2δ̂Fmnen + 2Emnδ̂fn + 14ψγmδ̂φ
].
(180)
Therefore, we may rewrite (178) as
− δ̂L = 32R(V )m{δGroup[R(Z)m − ∗R(V )m]
+δ̂ω˜mnv
n + ∗(δ̂ω˜mnzn)− zmδ̂b+ ∗(vmδ̂b)}
−128R˜(F )mnemδ̂vn − 128R(F )mnemδ̂zn
−64R(K)m[Emnδ̂zn − E˜mnδ̂vn − 1
2
enδ̂ω˜mn]
+64R(D)[δ̂vmzm + v
mδ̂zm] + 64R(A)[z
mδ̂zm + v
mδ̂vm]
+32R(M)mn[−δ̂vmzn + vmδ̂zn + 1
2
ǫmnpq(v
pδ̂vq + zpδ̂zq)]
+16R(Q)[γ5γmvm − γmzm]δ̂φ− 16
√
2 R(S)γ5γmemδ̂φ
+16ψ[γmδ̂zm − γ5γmδ̂vm]R(S), (181)
where we have again integrated by parts in the terms involving dδ̂vm and
dδ̂zm introduced in (180) and used the Bianchi identity. Furthermore we
observe that the result (181) for δ̂L provides a possible avenue to avoid the
problem of coupled expressions for the extra transformations of dependent
fields. Indeed, if one were able to further rewrite (181) in terms only of the
combinations of fields and extra transformations of dependent fields that ap-
pear in variations of the constraints, one could then express δ̂L in terms of
readily calculable “group” transformations of curvatures. We have investi-
gated this possibility further, but have found no obvious way in which this
can be done.
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